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#1
The 'fearful' habit and disease of being a failure !
You can't live in the past and make a better tomorrow. Also you cannot day dream about your better
tomorrow and fulfill it.
You have to stay in the present and work towards it. If you can take care of your present, your present will
take care of your morrow.
You can make provisions and plan for all contingencies. In fact not worrying about the future does not
absolve you from your duty of doing all that.
And also, not worrying about the past, does not absolve you from learning it's lessons, maturing and growing
from its costly hardwon rich experiences.
Even if you have made the same mistake several times and you have been hurt many times, it does you no
good to pity or belittle yourself.
In fact, all it teaches you to find love here and now by loving what you currently do, i.e. what you are always
doing on a daily basis, what you do every moment and who you happen to be with or find yourself around, to
that effect.
Always remember success is taken as a serious business. There is neither any provision nor any excuse for
failure. But however, all this have to be created and built on the foundations of love. For only those will last.
Most people are working with a fearful energy. So if you are fearless, you already have an edge above and
over many people.
Fearful people live in their self created shell of limitations. They don't even try. They accept their life's
circumstances as given/absolutes. Worst thing is that, in some cases they can't even comprehend that these
limitations are self  created and not otherwise imposed upon them. They have conditioned themselves to be
so.
They always come up with an argument or a justification against themselves.
So the point is  You have to programme yourself for success lest you develop a disease/habit of being a
failure.
If you aren't going to fight for what you want, nobody's going to give it to you !
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com/2017/01/thefearfulhabitanddiseaseofbeing.html
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The true extent of psychological damage after break up....
If you are loved, you will feel loved,
If you are respected, you will feel respected,
If you are cared for, you will feel cared for,
You don't need anyone to tell you how to feel your feelings
If anybody is trying to tell you otherwise, they are only manipulating you,
Your feelings never lie
For eg : showing you 'no, this is the way how you should be loved, how things should be, etc' , 'I never
meant it that way' (everything is always meant 'that way'), 'no you should be feeling good, whatever I am
doing is for your good' (focus on the word being used  'your' instead of our)....
Be smart enough and catch these ques early on in your relationships before they cause any further damage.
The best thing to note, and observe is always your feeling. As I said, 'your feelings never lie....' Unless you
are in a relationship for any selfish, ulterior motive, you will always be able to catch your feelings when they
are turning turning negative about the other person ... Call it quits before it is too late ... Before you are
emotionally and mentally damaged ... Believe me, that mental / emotional damage takes a long time to heal
and a whole lot of positive reinforcements in the form of conscious choices / decisions later to get undo and
get rid of the damage done.... I am a living example of that.... I wasted two years mentally / emotionally
handicapped not being able to date and always getting into abusive positions / relations with the girls.... It got
so worse that I even got addicted to the torture.... Being treated like a dog seemed like the 'new normal'... I
stopped growing during those two years... The cycle and the vicious circle would never stop.... And nobody
came to my rescue.... I was always out their fighting and trying to fend for myself as best as my awareness
would allow.... But always falling short.... It was a ridiculous turn my life had taken.... It was the most fucked
up two years I ever could live.... I used to collect all the scraps and broken pieces of my life and salvage as
best as I could as best as I should.... Though my finances were good, but I was a beggar for other people's
attention, for other people's support,.... It was not that.... During those two years 'I was expecting someday an
angel would fly to me' (meet me by chance and make me fall in love all over again and this time giving me
all the love that I deserved) .... Though some thoughts / hopes would let me to survive my day during those
times .... It was actually even worse, I constantly imagined the girl would come back to me ... call me, SMS
me, email me, unblock me, on fb / whatsapp and try to contact me again.... somedays I would want to kill
that girl.... Somedays I would just cry in pain helplessly.... What more was that, I was cut out from the
outside world, I was isolated.... Being an introverted personality in the past seem to have worked against
me.... How could I have foreseen this in the past and could have made more friends ?.... All my heart, all my
trust I had wrongly placed in one basket.... At the wrong time, in the wrong situations.... What more could I
do ? I was being loved and reciprocated for the first time ever in my life.... After having gone through the
pain of many onesided loves / crushes before .... I 'thought' this love was eagerly awaited and eagerly
deserved.... Worse than that, I thought it was the 'right' kind of love.... A healthy 'ideal' relationship.... so I put
all my effort into it.... I gave it all I could.... Whatever it took, I could, whatever I should and even whatever I
couldn't.... I really stretched myself for her at times.... Like a rubber band ! ..... For I never had the slightest
clue that I was about to be betrayed....
Despite all the love, effort, money, energy, She left me for dead.... That was the best she could do....
Mentally and emotionally handicapped and socially unfit and isolated because of my introvertedness, it was
also difficult for me to find and transition to a better girl....
I would just 'imagine' things to be 'perfect' and get into abusive positions with certain girls.... They would
suck my already dry soul out.... Accelerated by the kind of ignoring they do to you on whatsapp / facebook
these days.... Messages would be seen and never replied to.... Or worse, messages never seen at all....
But you know what I survived these two years and now that I am sorted, there's no looking back
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Always Note : If they really cared for you, they would make you feel cared for and never give excuses. And
If they are honest and truthful, they will outright reject and then pls don't try to pursue them anymore. Please
don't be under the fallacy that things would change that if you keep trying or keep showing your love, they
would eventually agree to date you / Fall for you.... No it's never happening, pls don't even think about it. Pls
don't even wait for a moment, there are no angels on the way, coming to your rescue....
The pain of unreciprocated / one sided loves and crushes for almost 10 yrs and then I had to go through this
and the resultant 2 years of mental psychological social and emotional handicap.... All due to my delusions,
fallacies, beliefs and certain assumptions ....
Complete misinterpretation of 'Never give up' attitude....
But through my hard work, experience and time, I have become better, I now give up on a girl on the very
first instance of a socalled 'mistake', which isn't so, but a sign of sabotage, game, betrayal, ulterior
motives.... Of course, I give a careful hearing and still care enough to verify all the facts myself.... Before I
make a 'yes' or 'on' decision.... If slightest benefit of doubt, she is always forgiven.... Otherwise, not....
A N U J C H U G H
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/thetrueextentofpsychologicaldamage.html

#3
Your life is pretty 'Fucked up' when
Your life is pretty 'Fucked up' when :
1. If you complain too much. No need to complain. You still have to face what you have to face. 2. If you cry
for every small reason. There's no reason too big enough to shed your most expensive tears. 3. If you are
too scared to face the world. If that's so, then you won't be even able to get off your bed. 4. If you don't
understand the true meaning of life. The meaning of life is a life of meaning. You create meaning by
keeping yourself occupied in what's meaningful to you. Even if it has an iota of meaning. 5. If you keep
distance from loved ones for petty reasons. There's no reason big enough to keep distance while they are
alive or you are alive ... 6. If you hold doubts on every other person or thing. You can hold doubts but
always remember that ultimately, faith is the twin brother of doubt. 7. If you think night life is the only life.
Live the night life under immense control and selfrestraint. 8. If you are lost in your addictions. You are
doomed and your addictions will kill you soon. There are no such things as 'safe addictions'. Always
Remember, 'everything in moderation' and even 'too much of a good thing is harmful' 9. If your idea of
spending a weekoff is sleeping on a couch and watching TV Life is much more than that. Read something.
Expand your horizons. More opportunities will come your way. 10. If you don't have anything to do but
work. Work is good but not to the extent of a burnout. Rest all is fine. Being a workaholic is also fine. 11.
If you think you are a loser and can't achieve anything in life. Then you are already gone. You should as
well try and commit suicide. 12. If you are too afraid to confront and accept your mistakes. The sooner you
accept and confront, sooner the miracles take place. Life is magic. 13. If you don't know how to enjoy small
things. Small things are the things you would mostly end up and spend time doing in your life. 14. If you
think your life sucks. Your life never sucks. Its all and its always temporary. 15. If you are blindfolded by
superstitions. Superstitions can even kill you ! 16. If you don't respect yourself or anybody else around you.
First learn to respect yourself. Then respect others contributions. 17. If you have problems trusting others.
You should at least learn to trust others under reasonable circumstances. 18. If you easily give up. You
shouldn't give up. If its yours, its yours for the taking and keeping. So fight ! 19. If you don't have any
ambition. You always need ambitions in life. In any given point of time.
Then your life is seriously and completely 'Fucked up' :) =D :P It is not meant to be so. You can change it
through conscious control. You can shape your destiny. Your destiny is in your hands.  A N U J C H U G
H
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/yourlifeisprettyfuckedupwhen.html
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#4
Our jobs are all about making complicated things simple !
Our jobs are all about making complicated things simple !
Life skills, decision making skills, problem solving skills, job skills and business skills are all about
making complex things simple.
A person who can't do this even to a certain minimum extent, will basically not be needed anymore as
people would rather do away with him / her.
To close this, Oliver Wendell Holmes once said, "I wouldn't give a fig for the simplicity on this side of
complexity, but i would give my right arm for the simplicity on the far side of complexity."
ANUJ CHUGH:
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/ourjobsareallaboutmaking.html

#5
Three Cardinal Rules for Life
Three Cardinal Rules for Life :
Rule #1 Life is a Fight
Rule #2 If you can read this, you are already a survivor in the game of life. No matter what your age, you
have survived until this very moment. There's no doubt Life tried to kill you! Maybe not one but several
times. Forget every negative thing, slam doors of steel and start from a clean slate. Remember your most
cherished dreams, hopes and wishes. Start working towards them afresh. Start Anew. Start all that you
had left behind when your heart was broken, when your hopes got shattered.
Rule #3 Never forget Rule #1
If you can do this, then nothing like it.
You will Succeed.
No matter what.
There's no one who can steal your dreams, but you  by not acting.
That is why it is said that you are your own worst enemy!
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/threecardinalrulesforlife.html

#6
Every Person Is Important
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Every person is important.
Do not ignore anybody. Doesn't matter young, old, rich, poor, ugly, beautiful, smart, shabby.
Do not categorize people or try to ignore them on the basis of what they seem to be.
Mind you, it will turn out to be nobody's but your own loss.
I believe and I want to make everyone else believe too that if a person is there in your life, even for a
moment, he / she is there for a cause / reason or to serve a purpose, though not apparent at the time.
Don't treat people, don't weigh people on what you can get from them.
Life is not about getting, getting and getting something all the time.
Sometimes giving your time, effort or maybe a little bit of money can help you get rid of the toxicity in
your life.
Your kindness not only improves other person's life but at the same time, also builds your character and
builds you up as a better person, as an ever shining light for humanity.
You serve others to serve yourselves and the people / humanity you serve is the lease you pay for your stay
while upon earth.
So help people with their struggles, their struggles are not so different from yours....
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/everypersonisimportant.html

#7
Be Here and Now ! Live !!
Be Here and Now ! Live !!
Live in the present moment if you want to enjoy life to the fullest.
No past. No future. Only here and now.
We can neither stop our ageing process, nor postpone our death.
But we can make the most of our time while we are here.
So stop waiting for things to happen, stop waiting for tomorrow, stop waiting for a person.
Make things happen instead. Meet new people instead.
Start your enterprise and be hustlin' instead.
Don't day dream / think about the future.
Instead, start right away with the steps you need to take
RIGHT NOW.
Do not try to or skip any step.
http://www.bloxp.com/ebreader.php
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Your one small step will lead to another and ultimately to an enterprise
and an EMPIRE.
Your thoughts and dreams and ideas, will remain as such until action taken on them.
No matter how hard or how difficult it is for you, get up, dress up, go out there, and try and do something,
achieve something and be back.
Once you got a small opening, continue doing it, do this everyday until it Happens ...
Until your spark becomes a big flame.
Until your dreams are achieved.
Start living, right now.
Also being here and now will lead you to live and manifest your full talent, intelligence and potential. It is
the doorway to peak performance.
Give your best you can, wherever you are, in whatever situation you may be.
There's a saying  "Give the world your best and the best in the world shall come back to you." Lastly I
would like to say, Please Stop accumulating money in your bank account, that you cannot even possibly
use in your life time. Stop being greedy. It's all a race to the grave. It all ends in your grave ! Stop
worrying, start enjoying, start living !!
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/behereandnowlive.html

#8
Your uniqueness and The odds against your existence !
Did you know ?
It has been proven by physicists that so many things had to go just right in order for you to exist.
All the chain of events, right from the bigbang to our evolution after life appears on planet earth and the
first meeting of your parents that finally led to your birth and your existence.
I would extend that and add the events and process of you growing up as well.
So many things could have gone wrong ! So many things ....
All the permutations and combinations were apparently in your favour :)
The odds of you existing are a million people throwing a dice with trillion sides and each landing on the
same number.
Hence, Think highly of yourself. Have high sense of worth, dignity and high selfesteem.
You are a unique person. Never to happen again in the whole history of the universe.
Nothing can go wrong, what could have gone wrong have already gone.... er, right !!
You are here  a masterpiece!
http://www.bloxp.com/ebreader.php
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Throw your whole weight down and play life fullthrottle ! Right UnTill the sun goes supernova .... :)
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2017/01/youruniquenessandoddsagainstyour.html

#9
The Gospel Of Death
Even the most beautiful crystal shard formation of snowflakes are destined to be broken into pieces and
shattered out of existence, reaching their melting point from the sun's heat which devours them or / from the
seasonal change. Nothing lasts forever. Beauty is temporary. Everything is doomed  slowly but surely. The
plans you make today about tomorrow, be sure you are never going to witness that happiness. Each human
being's existence is a desperation. Each bound and unique by their own. Every day you are defeated. Every
day is a fucking loss. Every day is your fucking loss. Every day is a fucking defeat. Every day, you are
defeated. Your goals are fantasies beyond your achievement. Every day is a life spent in prison. Another day
to be hurt. Every day is a false hope, a fake promise of the things that cannot be renewed, salvaged or
brought back. Every day is a reminisce of the days spent, of a life lost. Faith renewed and the faith lost. The
various mistakes of a Past that cannot be brought back, that can never be brought back and the inevitable
hopelessness and the resulting lust for fantasizing suicide, cause' I know that I won't really contemplate it.
This life is just to sacred to take such thoughts seriously or to attempt to take one's own life. Every day is an
attempt for a remedy or an antidote to the things that we really want to avoid in the day to day struggle of
life rather than going for the things we really wish for, the things we really want or hope for. Hope is a
beggar. The feeling of hope can only give us hopelessness. For hope is, not really hope at all. Hope is only a
beggar that it is. For your ever present reality in life, your ever present journey in life, is only deathbound.
Life is a never ending struggle to become what you could never really become. To attain to your nothingness.
To retain your status of nobody or just 'a face in the crowd'. The desperation people, the world can mock at
or laugh at. Or you are all the unpleasantness that there is, that is best left ignored. Things like that. Every
day death. A minor one. A minor death. Cause' Thou shall not die, but die a thousand deaths, until you die
One...
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2015/03/thegospelofdeath.html

#10
The Darker Shades Of My Life...I Mean, 'The Darkest,' Yet !!
It's high time now that I finally sit down to write to nobody but myself at length now, more so for these
desperate moments and trying times of my life when I am utterly depressed and thoroughly fearful and
hopeless with a deafening silence of utter despair and doom prevailing in the background of my mind always
these days, as a common theme and a deep sense of failure on my part to restore it to order, no matter what I
do or think of doing.
After feeling infinite varieties of emotions, I never wanted to feel and after living through infinite varieties of
situations, I never wanted to live through, all because they all contained within them a darkness so intense,
that you / one cannot call it anything else, give it any other name other than 'death' itself. 'Death' has totally
and completely taken over my poor self, my poor soul, as goes the happenings of my recent past.
An order that cannot be restored, no matter how or what. A deeply spiritual trust that has been lost forever. A
faith of my spirit which revealed it's healing powers and it's beauties and bounties only in these lost times,
dark times, hard times, testing times. A spirit drained out of it's spirituality. Couldn't even imagine the
unthinkable that had happened though I could sense it, it was right under my nose and all over my face since
http://www.bloxp.com/ebreader.php
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day one. But I wrongly thought that all my efforts were keeping it from happening. I would have gladly
expended those efforts forever, if it were all it took. But that's not how it was meant to be !
So merciless. So completely merciless. It was like living a thousand deaths in a single moment. So pitiless
and so pathetic would have been my state, if it were not for the everpresent 'never say die' fighting spirit
within me, within my heart. It's a feeling of surviving even after 'living' has been over / lost.
All my hopes, my dreams of yesterday, all come crashing down, all of a sudden due to no fault of my own. It
was the face to face 'encounter with Satan'. My very first one, if you will. These things always turn out to be
harder than expected especially when the things you think you can fall back on or rely upon to face these
things ('encounter with Satan'), are the very same ones that betray you, or rather the same people 'who'
betray you and make you 'face these things'.
This gives me an undeniable proof that the world is evil, every person of the world is evil and nobody is up to
any good. They sure are going to burn in hell fire. I too, if I am not up to the mark. (I preach and practice
intellectual honesty here. :) ) They all are (the people of the world) only to be used, if at all they can be used
and they all are only to use me, if at all they can use me. Every person's priority is set and nobody plays an
important role or a higher part in anyone's list. There is always betrayal. Sometimes it comes soon,
sometimes it comes later. But at all times, it is never easy and never expected. That's why it is, 'betrayal'
otherwise 'betrayal' would be no 'betrayal' at all if it were easy and expected. A part of myself has died, has
been killed and there's nothing that can be done about it.
It is dead and it has gone forever. Never to be retrieved ever. The pain was like crazy all these days, when 'it'
was dying and it did take 'it,' a long time to die even when in fact, it was already shot dead on that terrible
day in December, that I will always remember.
Sometimes it (the betrayal) doesn't come at all and that's when you get finally lucky and should you realize
that this mate, this person will happily be willing to die with you, if the moment of death arrives knocking at
your door, and if they are not able to keep you away from even dying at all, in the first place. You have money
and power around you, you attract tons of chicks who want to live with you. But the biggest question is who
wants to die with you ? And you won't find a positive answer to that question until you find the one, if you are
lucky. And before having found that one, you have to go through a situation with them that rarely occurs in
this world, but nevertheless occurs, which would prove their authenticity to you, if you are lucky !
Such was the force or the loving intensity of my love, that it shone and burnt in my heart or rather, burnt my
heart with the intensity of a thousand bright stars shining simultaneously, all merged together, in the sky and
the powerful / amazing force of darkness it all required, to suddenly start the process of killing all of it. I
knew it would take days and even months and each day would seem centuries. And so it took 33 Centuries to
kill my love, and still counting...
On the other hand, it feels great to have experienced 'death' when I still belong to the 'living' but I do wonder,
'What can I make for myself, of this experience in the future, in my future and in my life?' My friend tells me
to take the positives from my experience, leave all the negative shit behind and move on. Quite logical. But
isn't my 'moving on' is always gonna be different from his 'moving on' ? Yet I do understand the importance
of picking up positive seeds from every experience to nurture one's own future growth. Yes there are positive
seeds in every adversity, if a man / woman seeks them, they shall always find them, no matter how bad their
adversity.
I know it's implications (for my future) are many and I will know each of them while I take my time to 'rise,'
while I take my time to complete recovery. The road is long but I have already travelled much of it. If
knowledge is precious, then the 'knowing' that my life is 'precious,' is even more precious. This road to
recovery might want to take me to downtrodden places which I do not wish to traverse and which I shall not
traverse and scrupulously ignore / avoid. The things that are destined to end, will always end, no matter who
you are or how good you are. The highest level of 'dread' and 'death' with all their emotions and feelings
have come to visit upon me with all their intensity and darkness and have come to stay in my life as my
'uninvited permanent guest,' or so it seams...
A big thing, now suddenly destroyed. Death and hell is always associated dread, pain, torment, eternal
sorrow and suffering, and vice versa. But many of us do get to experience all this, upon this plane of
http://www.bloxp.com/ebreader.php
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existence itself, our very own planet earth, while we live. An experience of eternal insatiety
and inadequacy, a failure to 'live up to' my dreams, a moment, or rather those specific moments which we
had imagined 'together' or dreamt 'together' or so I 'thought'. I was only being fooled. Though I could not
have done anything about it, or what I did was not appropriate (though that seems plausible cause I did all I
could and possibly more, to keep her happy) or that, I may have simply lacked enough power and money to
gain her attention, give her all she wants, even when 'I' was not in that list. Some circumstances and
situations in life are such that, you need something badly and you are or rather become hopelessly addicted
badly to the person that you need without realizing that 'that person' himself / herself has been manipulative
and created that addiction within the deepest core of your being without you even 'realizing' it. It works as
good or as bad as substance abuse, drug abuse, depending on which side of the situation you are in.
As far as an opportunity remains for something dark, something evil, some 'son of Satan' to enter my life, as I
understand now, they / he will enter. They / he will enter through that hole, through my weakness, if I failed
to strengthen it with my knowledge or my wisdom. It will always come to shape me, destroy me, change me
and mould me (after destroying me) into something better out of myself and ourselves, as individuals. My
destruction happened and it did happen in an isolated chamber (I would have much preferred a
'Concentration Camp') but it was only a 'movie' of which I had seen various 'trailers' of, all of them being
different from the rest in my life many a times before. So it wasn't really a big deal, even if it really was a big
deal. My isolated chamber did give me new skills in the form of stunt riding which I perform every day at
night and which in itself now feels so boring and like a 'prison,' albeit a new one. But it grows old and, it is
old already.
Alas! My capacity for boredom is infinite. Nothing excites me any more. Even an adrenaline rush now, is not
enough for me. For stunt riding the motorcycle was not done only because I wanted to do it, but because
there was little or no difference left, or so I could feel, between 'living' and 'dying,' between I being alive or
dead. I will conclude by leaving a question for myself, for my 'life' and that is, 'When will I be able to love
myself again ?' I ask this because it is not possible to love someone ever again (in my case), or rather love
someone at all, unless I / the person loves himself / herself, first. Not many people know me but when they
finally do 'know' me, they know that I am a force to reckon with. Not an easy guy, not an easy mind. Not an
easy mind to fool and not an easy guy to shun. The world can ignore me only for so long I choose to ignore
myself and my hungers, my passions, my cravings and my thirsts.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2015/01/thedarkershadesofmylifeimean.html

#11
Living For Own's Own Material Goals Is So Gay !!
Now read this imaginary conversation I had with an imaginary stranger in the future :
(Hint: He was a stranger to me in the same way, as I was to him.)
The year is 2025. The World is remarkably different from what it is today. Basically, all the problems are
solved and no real problem seems to exist or even arise any more. Humanity has changed drastically and
few of them in the know credit all the happenings to the existence of a shadow man, The One who prefers
to pull all the strings from Behindthescenes. Legend has it that he has changed the world single affects
through his extreme wealth. But nobody has really met him, they say. All they know is the person is
extremely powerful and a living genius and has brought forth such radical positive development and
created structures which have managed to sustain themselves through the use of Domino effects,
Snowball effects, and many other God knows what causeandeffect strategies, he did employ while at the
same time manipulating corrupt politicians to do his bidding, for the good by using his endless influence,
intelligence and engaging in various dynamics across all industries. Recently, a person from Florida did
report his meeting with this 'shadowman'. And all the transcript of the conversation has been duly
recorded and reported by him as best as he could recall. Here it is :
http://www.bloxp.com/ebreader.php
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The Stranger: What do you do for a living ?
Me: I am a Businessman.
The Stranger: Oh That's Good !! What kind of Business are you in?
Me: I am in the Business of taking away people's pain and suffering as
far as it is possible for me to do so.
The Stranger: That doesn't seem like much of a profitable idea.
Me: That may seem to be it. However that's not true, I do make extreme profits. Profits so extreme, that
only a few in this world can ever attain !!
The Stranger: LOL ! If that is true, then you must be on the Forbes list of Billionaire.
Who are you ? What is your name ?
Me: I am not, cause I have given away far more Billions than what your regular Billionaires can even
earn. I have kept nothing with myself and yet my profits await in Heaven!
The Stranger: But There's no Heaven!
Me: Can there be any other Heaven other than that in knowing that I have lived a Perfect life and I am at
Peace with my Creator ?
The Stranger: There's no Creator! Are you for real ? Now, you seem to me to be a crazy lunatic!
Me: If I am so then, why do you bother with this conversation ? Do you aspire to be one too ?
The Stranger: No I don't. Even when I believe you, I am really curious to know about what you have
really gained by your socalled lifelong altruism ?
Me: You see the world around you ? Isn't it beautiful ?
Me: It is so because I rearranged it to be so, by pulling the velvet poltical strings with my hand in the glove
globally !!
Me: I used the seemingly unlimited and endless resources of my mind, body and soul and all the talents
that my Creator gifted me with since the day I was born, to bring this dream into existence.
Me: And now that it is done, I am prepared to meet my Creator!
The Stranger: But you still seem young to me. I mean, still young for death to visit you!
Me: It May be so. But, I believe my purpose in life has been well served and I have done all that, that I
needed to do over hear. On this planet, under the shining sun, I believe that my work is now complete and
I have no regrets about anything. I am now finally, at peace with myself. Does this suffice your curiosity ?
The Stranger: Yeah, I think so. I have always strived for my own material gains, throughout my life and
got nowhere near fulfilling my wild, never ending ambitions. I used dirty tactics and made this world a
nasty place...A place, which you had taken upon yourself to clean up. What would I not trade to exchange
places with you, you lucky Son of a bitch!
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2014/11/livingforownsownmaterialgoalsis.html
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#12
Mystery of Existence and How to Solve it by Using Elements of
Reason and Truth.
The beginning of the universe is shrouded in mystery and as such, it cannot be conceived by limited
conceptual thinking of human minds. If you consider, that the creation began at some point then,
automatically the picture of the time frame of such event comes into play.
Humans were not even there to observe, as it were far beyond the event horizon. However, if you can date the
origin of the universe, then what, if at all, predates such origins ?
The answers containing the secrets of life, universe and everything are only to be found in the concept of zero
and infinity.
We are finite beings, with our finite minds, having a finite existence. Our lifespans are limited and so, is the
hope for unravelling the mysteries of existence, for an individual, in his / her limited lifetime. The only hope
for one is to subscribe to the Hindu philosophy of perfecting oneself so as to evolve and grow spiritually, so
as to further liberate one's Self from the bondage this world, inevitably creates or results in.
Whether we face it or not, whether we accept it or not; we all live in our limited prisons, our very own self
limiting prisons of our minds, egos and our lives. No matter what good we gain, what good we experience;
we, as humans, are never truly satisfied and are given to such endless cravings, until we reach our graves.
We want growth and progress in our personal lives, both for ourselves and our loved ones. We want to
experience happiness and we hope continually for success, joys and fruits of material pursuits, which
engages us and keeps us busy, before we realize that we are running out of time and that, the death is near.
Throughout our lives, our main quest is for happiness / bliss, that is ananda. We also are selfaware, aware
of our existence, in fact we have to be as without it, there will be no conscious human experience of life and
life would be like that of plants or animals only with their most basic instincts, so it is chitta. Every human
being knows deep in their heart that truth is the prime force, which is the most powerful and to which all
humans, good or otherwise, have to be subject to. Even the most evil person in the world knows that some
day he / she will have to answer to the higher authority of 'Truth,' though they can easily fool the masses, or
have already deceived them by controlling the media, rewriting the documents after having destroyed the
originals and hence, not letting the truth slip away, at all costs. Hence, 'the truth' or sat.
God allows so much suffering in the world because God simply, does not care. Our lives and conditions of it,
in this material world are entirely our own responsibility and our own business, which we have to mind,
settle, learn from, experience, adjust or die, accordingly. You can, one can easily say, that 'There's no God,'
but the true 'anatomy' of God is your own anatomy and the mechanisms of God, the way how God operates,
is your own true mechanism. It is your own 'will,' if you choose to ignore it, or use it freely.
In a way each one is a victim to each's own stupidity, in that, Einstein was also sure about. If you are
careless and drive recklessly, you will meet with an accident; there's nothing that God gotta do or can do
anything about. You work your own miracles, during times of need, through the talents and powers of your
own instrument cluster, i.e. mind, body and soul, which is 'Godly,' if not Godgiven. 'Do what thou will shall
be the whole of the law.' But choose accordingly, with regards to all possible consequences of your actions,
which you will have to inevitably face, at some point in the future, if not 'now' or 'sooner.'
The secret to happiness, success, wellbeing, fame and wealth is, 'to stop fighting with oneself,' and let your
life flow in the natural path. Let your productivity, your time and your effort flow without any reservations,
with all your creative juices and without you holding anything back. You suffer when you lie to yourself. In
fact, you suffer the most. Do you want to live in the light of The Truth ? Or do you want to keep on struggling
against yourself ? You gotta be and stay, sensible for your life to be good, in your life and throughout, for all
practical purposes.
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If you want your life to work out, you have to stop living your life like 'in a prison,' with your ageold
negativelimited thinking. You gotta expand, you have to expand. Things you believe, now and the things you
used to believe, then; are entirely different and so, are not true any more. You have to change according to
the new situations. You have to adjust yourself to the needs and demands of the present.
It's easy to be lazy, to be stupid, and do nothing and hard to be and do, an exact opposite of all these things.
Miracles do not happen, it takes work to get something worth having. It takes pain to get to that one moment
of your life that really makes it worth 'the living', that which we all commonly call 'happiness.' Hard labour,
work, effort, action and initiatives; should be your focal points in life.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2014/07/mysteryofexistenceandhowtosolve.html

#13
Desire, The Root Cause of Pain and Progress.
All powerlessness comes from a 'state of wanting and feeling of inadequacy, of what one has, to be
insufficient or lesser than 'ideal'.' All mental sufferings come from a desire. Be it a desire, for a particular
event to take place or for a want to be fulfilled. That want can be anything, an object, money, peace and
solitude or a person. Any person existing on planet earth, in the solar system of the milky way galaxy in the
universe, is unhappy only because they have wants, they desire. They desire an experience, they desire
something different. That is to say, they are not happy now. They may know what they want or they may not,
that does not make any difference. But they all have one thing in particular, the one thing that is so common
about them all, about us all that it has simply become a universal truth, that they / we all fail to realise nay,
even acknowledge the fact that the sense of insufficiency, the dissatisfaction itself is the cause of each one's
unhappiness.
Throughout the history of mankind, each person willingly pursued their desires, chased them, fought
for them, ran behind them and hence, kept themselves busy so, they didn't even get a chance to wait and
ponder before it was all over. This life, their brief sojourn upon earth was all but gone. Maybe they did
everything meaningful and purposeful with their lives, made a mark, left a legacy and died a peaceful death.
But they could not help, but be subject to this desire mechanism, that is running the lives of all men and all
women in the history of human civilization, and that is what solely runs the human species, in my opinion.
That's what made our civilization progress, prosper and advance in sciences, arts or in any of the human
endeavours such as, hifi technology and extreme engineering. One generation discovers and unearths new
knowledge, methods and ideas, to be used and build up upon, by the subsequent generations. This leads to an
exponential rise in knowledge and the rate of progress. Humans never stop at anything, as it is inbuilt in us
to desire, to overcome, to know, to improve and to aspire for better.
It all gives us, both pain and progress. But can we bypass this 'desiring mechanism,' which is so ingrained in
us, and is at the core of our existence, the very flesh and bones? A human's life and memory is such that the
memory of every moment, every hour and every day becomes too much to keep and is lost, hence repeating
history, by repeating mistakes. That should be and is perhaps, the greatest reason to study history, so as not
to forget the repeated miseries of the past, and the pain and suffering borne, as a result. Your days become
burdensome because you fail to infuse within yourself fresh enthusiasm, be it through the use of an external
device such as, an inspirational book, an adventure or any other form of recreation, provided that it works.
Hence, it becomes very clear that the goal of every individual is to advance, to evolve and not stagnate and
nullify progress. You will be happy only to the extent that you risk and learn something new each day, by
getting out of your comfort zone, in situations and at times, when you deem wise. You may not be able to help
but be stuck in the rut, in many aspects of your life. Yet there are some new things you can try, learn or do
every day. Above all, keep in mind that you are hindering progress, if you are not doing so, even if it be at the
expense of momentary personal pain. You can use this moment, your time is now.
ANUJ CHUGH
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Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/08/desirerootcauseofpainandprogress.html

#14
Concerning Conflicting Ideas, Conflicts and Contradicting ideas of
your mind and their Destructiveness.
'Why is your life so difficult?,' you may ask. Why were you overcome by folly and committed a grave error,
made a wrong choice, failed to be on time at work, did that destructive act, caused by your impulsiveness at
the moment? Why is life, a flux of endless change? Why do you have to always remain as a victim of life, in
some way or the other, despite what you do and what changes you incorporate and implement in your life, in
yourself? Life bothers us all, no doubt about that. And it does more than anything else, cause we have to go
through it all. We have no other option. It's like, 'Do we have a choice?' No, sarcastically.
Some people have ended their lives by committing that one act of treason and butchery against themselves,
i.e. suicide. Is suicide a solution? Obviously, no. It isn't? But they can't see the light of it, unfortunately, when
they are overcome with deep despair, sadness, hopelessness, helplessness; at that damned moment, when
making that damned move. For some insensitive people, other people who don't matter in their 'Great
scheme of life,' are a 'help' in getting rid of the surplus population, as if they were paying the health bills and
the medical bills of the deceased. In the modern world, in the modern age; people are insensitive, and people
will be insensitive hence, expect them to be so, beforehand.
The life you have is your responsibility. People have descended the levels of selfishness and arrogance, but
you must make sure that your life does not suffers the evils of other 'invisible men and women,' whom you
cannot point at, directly and their names, you do not even know. All the nasty people in the world are a cause
for stress, conflicting ideas and hypocrisy in your mind. The question which then remains, is only this  Will
you imbibe the wrong, immoral ideas of our political brethren, and make them your rolemodels, in an act of
involuntary submission to the status quo, by becoming 'helpless,' or will you be intelligent enough to fight the
evil by living your life and moulding your character, your own way?
We unconsciously tend to imitate the behaviours of our superiors, seniors, our bosses in the workplace,
starlets, 'heroes,' celebrities and people who have achieved a considerable fame. We simply adore them,
consciously or unconsciously. We are bombarded by the media about the lifestyles of those we adore and the
cars they drive. We see them everywhere, on the big screens, on the big banners and featuring in the endless
stream of new movies produced every year. We are hypnotized and mesmerized, without our knowing. We
have lost our individuality and we no longer know what we want to be, what is wrong, what is right, other
than that which is portrayed on the television screen, right in front of our very own eyes.
We want to be the exploiters rather than the exploited cause we have become very sure that it is the only way
the society works and 'the only way,' society could ever work. Though we complain about people who harass,
rule and exploit as 'unjust and evil,' we secretly would want to be like them, if given a chance or when the
right opportunity appears. This is how corruption works, this is how the whole system tends to get obsolete,
become degraded and most importantly, this is how faith, the only real virtue, is destroyed. And we all know
what happens when faith is destroyed, and the general consensus of the people is mistrust, anger and hatred.
It is all human nature. When we compete, we compete only to win. For a dogeatdog world to arise, there
has to be a significant number of dogs already, in the system, to begin with. These dogs are our leaders, these
'dogs' become our leaders through our very own 'mass consent.' We all are consenting to it, we all are fine
with it, we all are 'okay' with having all the wrong, criminal people in our midst, in our administration. We
consent through our silence, because we don't have time for 'all this.' We have other important matters that
require our immediate attention, we have to feed and fend for our own families rather than caring about the
neighbours getting raped or killed!!
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/08/concerningconflictingideasconflicts.html
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#15
The Closest You Can Ever Come To The Ultimate Understanding Of
Our Universe / The Universe.
The beginning of the universe is shrouded in mystery and as such, it cannot be conceived by limited
conceptual thinking of human minds. If you consider, that the Creation began at some point then,
automatically the picture of the time frame of such event comes into play. Humans were not even around to
observe, as it were far beyond the event horizon.
However, if you can date the origin of the universe, then what, if at all, predates such origins? The answers
containing the secrets of life, universe and everything are only to be found in the concept of zero and infinity.
We are finite beings, with our finite minds, having a finite existence. Our lifespans are limited and so, is the
scope for unravelling the mysteries of existence, for an individual, in his / her limited lifetime.
The only hope for one is to subscribe to the hindu philosophy of perfecting oneself so as to evolve and grow
spiritually, so as to further liberate oneself from the bondage this world, inevitably creates or results in.
Whether we face it or not, whether we accept it or not; we all live in our limited prisons, our very own self
limiting prisons of our minds, egos and our lives. No matter what good we gain, what good we experience;
we, as humans, are never truly satisfied and are given to such endless cravings, until we reach our graves.
We want growth and progress in our personal lives, both for ourselves and our loved ones. We want to
experience happiness and we hope continually for success, joys and fruits of material pursuits, which
engages us and keeps us busy before we realize that we are running out of time and that, the death is near.
Throughout our lives, our main quest is for happiness / bliss, that is, ananda. We also are selfaware, aware
of our existence, infact we have to be, as without it, there will be no conscious human experience of life, and
life would be like that of plants or animals, with only their most basic instincts, so it is chitta or self
awareness.
Every human being knows deep in their heart that truth is the prime force, which is the most powerful and to
which all humans, good or otherwise, are and have to be subject to, in due course of time. Even the most evil
person in the world knows that someday he/she will have to answer to the higher authority of 'Truth,' though
they can easily fool the masses, or have already deceived them by controlling the media, rewriting the
documents after having destroyed the originals and hence, not letting the truth slip away, at all costs.
Hence, 'the truth,' or Sat. God allows so much suffering in the world because God simply, does not care. Our
lives and conditions of it, in this material world are entirely our own responsibility and our own business,
which we have to mind, settle, learn from, experience, adjust or die, accordingly, ourselves. God has got
nothing to do with it. In many ways, 'God' is a religious fallacy, an invention, a belief system.
You can, one can, easily say that 'there's no God,' but the true anatomy of God is your own miraculous
'anatomy,' and the mechanisms of God, the way how God operates, is your own true mechanism. It is your
own 'will,' if you choose to ignore it, or use it freely. In a way, each one is a victim, to each's own stupidity,
just as Einstein was also sure about.
If you are careless and drive recklessly, you will meet with an accident; there's nothing that 'God' gotta do,
or can do, anything about. You work your own miracles, during times of need, through the talents and
powers of your own instrument cluster, i.e. mind, body and soul, which are godly, if not 'Godgiven.' 'Do
what thou will, shall be the whole of the law.' Just like the way Thelema states, but choose accordingly, with
regards to all possible consequences of your actions, which you will have to inevitably face, at some point in
the future, if not 'now' or 'sooner.' A N U J C H U G H
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/08/theclosestyoucanevercometo.html
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#16
It's OK for God to only exist in your mind, if it serves you !!
In the book '50 Big Ideas You Really Need to Know' By 'Ben Dupre,' I found another interesting perspective
on life, God, free will, evil and human suffering. Here's the extract from the chapter titled 'Evil,' that I want
my readers to read, ponder and know about :

"THE FREE WILL DEFENCE The presence of evil in the world offers the most serious challenge to the
idea
that there is an allpowerful, allknowing and allloving god. Historically, the most influential argument
used to counter this challenge  to show that there are sufficient
reasons why a morally perfect god might yet choose to allow evil to exist  is the
socalled 'free will defence'. Human free will, it is argued, is a divine gift of enormous
value; our freedom to make genuine choices allows us to live lives of real moral
worth and to enter into deep relationship of love and trust with God. However,
God could not have made this gift to us without the risk of our abusing it  of our
misusing our freedom to make the wrong choices. It was a risk worth taking and a
price worth paying, but God could not have eliminated the possibility of moral
baseness without depriving us of a greater gift  the capacity for moral goodness. The most obvious
difficulty that confronts the free will defence is the existence in the world of natural evil. Even if we accept
that free will is a possession so precious that it is worth the cost in socalled 'moral evil'  the bad and
vicious things brought about when people use their freedom to make wrong choices  what possible sense
can we make of naturally occuring evil? How would God have undermined or
diminished our free will in any way if he had suddenly wiped out the HIV virus,
haemorrhoids, mosquitoes, flash floods and earthquakes?"
If logical reasoning is your only way that you employ, to survive / stay alive and function in this world, you
would immediately reject the idea of 'God,' i.e., if you ever accepted it in the first place, wholly, partially or
even slightly. (i.e., considered doing it some time in the future to maintain / restore your social status quo)
That would be the next logical step for you to take, isn't it?
But the belief in God, in the context of my blog, is irrespective of the debate whether God exists in reality or
not. It is just that some people derive their inner strength from their belief in God and God virtually becomes
a reality for them, for all practical purposes. Then you may begin to wonder, looking at their magical lives,
that all of it is not just selfhypnosis, it is much more than that.
It is a miracle, what beliefs can do to you and even, for you. It is pure psychology in action. Your mind and
body is an integral whole. It is dynamic, always changing and never at rest or static. It will always undergo
changes as per your everchanging views, thoughts, habits and actions, newly acquired tastes / patterns of
thoughts, lifestyle and behaviour, borrowed ideas, social conditioning, accepted notions and worldview.
The most important thing to note here is that, the condition of your mind will always have an effect on your
body and the state of your physical health, i.e., your body, will always have an effect on your mental health,
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i.e., your mind. There's always a reality beyond your selfimposed mindbody prison that you can consider,
which is waiting for you to discover.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/06/inbook50bigideasyoureallyneedto.html

#17
Few more views on money & spirit.
As you can see now, life is much about the ideas you entertain. It is not so much about what's out there but,
what's in you. What's out there is constanly changing. It is like a pageturning story of a very big novel.
What's in you is also constantly changing, except your core part. That centre within you, is unchanging. It
likes stability, despite changes.
Your core, your centre, wants to keep good things about you, in your life permanently. It deems them
essential, without which you may not survive. As in, you may have to encounter bad times. But, these things
are a different matter. Surviving and enjoying success, is more a fucntion of your mental faculties than the
physical ones.
There is no such thing as spirit and spirituality, subsequently. It's the seduction of the authors, to still keep
one in a mental fairyland, even in one's adulthood. Easiest way to lose one's sanity, is to have no certainty in
one's life. To try and not do. To fall and give / make excuses. To dream, and not make things happen. It's all,
a lack of initiative and selflove. Laziness is another matter, altogether.
It is so because even when you are not lazy but only just a labourer, your life is meaningless. You may want
to have better things in your life, but will you get around to achieve them ? Or, will you deceive yourself
thinking that, your daily routine of hard labour will get them for you ? It is said that, if hardwork were such a
wonderful thing then rich people would have kept it all, for themselves.
Love thyself enough to know this  'Money is a wonderful thing, because it can improve the quality of your
life.'
And then, take initiatives.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/afewmoreviewsonmoneyand.html

#18
Thoughts to live by...
Every mistake is always rooted in thought. The reason that you end up in the same problems again and
again, is that you failed in progressive thinking, as a 'forwardlooking individual,' that you could have been
and were supposed to be.
You face difficulty in life to the extent where your thoughts lack direction and clarity. There is no substitute
for application. Life is a learning experience. And there is no escape or respite from problems, other than
their proper and correct solution. Whatever way you try to console yourself or gratify yourself otherwise, is
futile escapism.
You are born and you are existing, your life is a problem and it is only yours. Others will be able to help you
only if you are able to help and sustain yourself.
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Every lowpaying, lowend job, only works on exploitation and harassment. It cashes on the unfortunate
circumstances and weaknesses of an individual, in a society.
Wealth is power. Wealth is money, property and possessions. An individual grows only to the extent of the
growth in wealth, of the concerned individual. The concepts of avoiding material happiness to find God or to
attain spiritual heights though valid, are confined to fulfillment of certain conditions. From the material
viewpoint, they are antigrowth, lifenegative and dangerous to one's wellbeing, if the individual is ignorant
of such spiritual conditions or does not fulfill them and keeps on avoiding material work, pursuits and
happiness.
Your life is a calamity. You will always tend to think about the future and the future will always seem dark.
No thought will ever console you. You don't know and will never know how much work and how many steps it
will take, for you to become happy and successful until you reach it. Philosophy is a futile pursuit and many
have wasted their lives in it's pursuit. You just can't imagine that number.
You are your own heaven and your own hell. Other factors, other people and other parameters, affect your
life. But the power you have, to decide for yourself how they will affect you, is immense. There is a very little
conscious acceptance of this power, on your part. You have to groom yourself in strict conditions, i.e. 'self
grooming.'
Finding yourself in an unfamiliar place and dark prospects, is not a thing to be despised. It is an opportunity,
not yet figured out.
Every day, do something that was beyond your reach, the previous day.
The more easygoing you are, the more easily your life becomes nasty. You are supposed to tackle and battle
and fight, daily.
In your deathbed, you will realize that all your possessions, wealth, achievements and accomplishments are
going to mean nothing. But being a loser, you will regret your self for kicking around while you were as good
as dead, your entire lifetime.
You don't know what kind of hardships you will face but, you should be assured that you are going to face
them; no matter what direction you choose, in your life.
Acquirement of wealth and all that your heart desires, is the most beautiful thing on earth.
Nevermind, that we are not able to take care of each other. We are not meant to. Only God thinks about each
and everyone.
Brutality and injustice of human world is such that, an individual's life is worth only the amount of money he
/ she has.
ANUJ CHUGH

Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/thoughtstoliveby.html

#19
How the world and its people brainwash you!
Life is just in theory, until you begin to live in pratice. That's the turning point at which you actually get a
life. Until then, it's just like a promisory note. And, promises are broken more often than they are honoured.
What your soul seeks, is your absolute commitment to life without which you will never succeed. And with
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which, you will never falter. You are an artist expressing his / her creativity, no matter what you do or what
you aspire to do. Be it anything, you shall live!
If you are meeting the girl of your life, you're gonna talk. No matter what. Anytime anywhere. Live fearlessly.
Take revenge. Never forgive. People are there for their self interests. Fight only for your happiness. No one is
a saint or a perfect individual. No one is a selfless man / woman. No one has ever given up everything for the
sake of others. No one.
Life is changes. Life is a game played at you. Nothing hits harder than life. Only do what feels good. You
were born alone. Doesn't matter, if you were a part of twins or triplets. And you will die alone. Doesn't
matter, if your twin or parent or anyone happen to die in the same accident. Life is your call. You have to
take your own call. You have to find your own calling. You have to be faithful to your own self, your own
individuality, your own energy.
Work hard. Hard work and effort are the key to success. Be sincere, life is difficult. World may explode
tomorrow. You've got to fulfill yourself before you die. You were born intelligent, education ruined you. They
stole your natural confidence, your God and fed you shit of religion, and stupid jobs with low pay to spend
your entire life. To give you no time to think, at all; to reflect upon what you're doing or have done.
They destroy your creativity, they steal your creativity when you express it. They block your consciousness.
They create all kinds of fear in your head. they like you when you are a loser. They like when you are broken.
They like you when you are broke. They like you when you are powerless. They like you when you are down.
They like you when you are lonely. They like you when you read scriptures, follow scriptures, bow to God
and worship God in vain.
They want you dead. They like you when you are powerless because they don't want you to know how
powerful, you really are. They have kept hidden, your power from you. The world runs on the monetary
system. He who has the money, gets everything. Rest, live their life like dogs. Money is power. Money is your
ruthless master, whether you accept it or not. They have kept hidden many things from you. You will be a
slave to money, until you die.
Practice your will. Practice. Fight for your life, until you die. Never be scared of anything. Nothing is too big
enough to scare you, for you are sacred. Remember one thing in your life  all things will come to pass. But
you will not pass, for you are immortal, cause' your soul is. They told us that humans invented the theory of
'Afterlife,' to reduce the fear and suffering associated with death. But it cannot be, because everything in life
and nature, is a cycle and follows a regular pattern.
They bombard and bang your mind with mindless information. They make you drink, smoke, watch porn,
masturbate and hope for a better life, but nothing really happens, ever. You don't live truly. It is worse than
death. They make you harbor and nurture dreams and make you kill them yourself. And also, make you forget
them as if nothing ever really matters. As if you are a fool. They make you lose your health, and cry like a
baby.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/howworldanditspeoplebrainwashyou.html

#20
Secrets to success are in reality, open and simple.
The secret is you. Not in the extraordinary powers of your mind and soul, but in your understanding and the
way that you will carry out your complex affairs. The way by which you will avoid all the means and medias
of deception and save yourself from being naive. In the end, life is not a fight; it is a quest to discover what's
worth fighting for.
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Another thing to watch out for, is that if you travel around the world or the cyberspace, or even in the world
of books looking for answers, you will be either misled or be terribly disappointed. There are no answers.
Life is a personal endeavour. No one should tell you how to love, you should experience it all by yourself. No
one can teach you anything, it is your instinct to survive that makes you learn anything in the first place.
In the beauty caused by intermingling of reason, logic, intellect and clarity, lies the divine but it has to be
backed by powerful feelings of trust, love and innocence. Every person needs a break. Every heart cries for
mercy. Everyone, no matter how evil, is frightened by the dark prospect of death. No book can get you
enlightened. It is a very sincere desire that must arise from within.
The desire for enlightenment should not be caused by the desire of supremacy, but by the eternal and ever
present longing for freedom. A beautifully written prose on philosophy is the one written by a human mind
that not only knows itself, but all of the collective conscious of humanity. It is akin to godliness and it's
repeated and numerous readings always feel divine.
This was my attempt at creating such a masterpiece, amongst many :). There was a time when I was
struggling in solitude, caused by deception and innocent trust. My heart, I know for sure was pure even at
that time. When today I ask myself and look back to that memory, I understand that there was and is and ever
will be, nothing greater than a human and that I am the lord of my own life, which I mould through my
thinking and the actions I take.
If at all you are going to achieve anything, please keep in mind that you are only going to achieve it through
yourself. This I call the law of your self, which states that any success is damn personal and powerful and
cannot be caused by an individual who does not use his mind, is not hungry and does not believe in himself /
herself.
It is very difficult to succeed if one does not know what one is doing, if one's thoughts are not clear, if one's
mind is not focused and lastly, if one is not willing to set things in motion. Writing your diary or creating
your own practical philosophy is a very efficient practice in clear thinking.
You need to first think that you are important and you deserve what you need before putting in all the efforts
blindly like a donkey. Writing your diary leads to balancing of perspectives. Life should not be unfair to you
and its your own duty and your own obligation to keep a check on the same.
Ultimately, its not even about the existence of God, it's the presence of justice that is woven in the very fabric
of the cosmos. Life is simply one opportunity, to be courageous and embrace with all your heart all that, that
you can do on your own. To be selfmade, with all the potential that you have.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/secretstosuccessareinrealityopen.html

#21
On blind faith and blind spots of my life.
Your birth is like a mistake, you will spend your entire life correcting.  Chuck Palahniuk
The more negative it may sound, the more it may be a fact. Have a look at your past and you will find that
you spend most if not all, of your life, struggling. Struggling, to make some dreams come true. Struggling to
achieve, to attain, for perfection, to learn or to not repeat some mistake/s.
In our struggle, we all forget to live. We must learn to enjoy our struggles, to be happy. To be happy for what
we are rather than what we can be. Meditation is important. I have a goal in mind whenever I meditate
which is to reach a conclusion, on the nature of things. In a way, meditation is very personal. You learn a few
things and you don't want to let it go.
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Meditation is helpful only to the extent, that you want to help yourself. Even after adopting a philosophy, you
would want to be successful and achieve your goals in life. It is no worry at all, if you keep a positive outlook
on things and think positively. If you can adhere to it, then no amount of negativity around you and / or no
amount of competition can change what you can get for yourself and all that you can gain for yourself.
In the end, I would rather do, than read and write before I do and a lot at that. I don't want to believe in the
existence of 'God,' in good, in morals, in ethics, in law and in intellectual words. It has got me stuck, it is not
taking me anywhere. On the contrary, it is hindering my progress.
Just living one's life is not enough. One needs a reason to live. You just can't hang around having fixed
notions about everything, gained from religious texts or scriptures and other socalled authoritive sources.
One needs to think for oneself.
What I want myself to understand is that, the above strong and negative opinions might be framed and
fictitious but they could have been factual too, as I have every reason to believe that the same has happened
separately, in other parts of the world in different cases. So much for the sorry state of the world.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/onblindfaithandblindspotsofmy.html

#22
Know money for what it brings!
Whenever you lose money, you don't lose anything much. But when you lose yourself, you lose everything.
The Rich and the poor, both suffer from either having no money at all, or having too much of money.
Well, I am not saying that being a middleclass is the key. I just want to say that one can be rich but it can be
a lot more better when, one first attempts to know his / her essence and then keeps it. The type of clothes that
you wear, food that you eat and people you hang out with, defines who you are; pay attention to details.
You should set standards for yourself and others and guard them, ruthlessly. Whatever it takes. You should
not allow yourself to fall back on any particular standard that you have set. Wealth is admired by everyone
but only a few have the capacity to build it.
Money for the sake of money is foolishness, figured out using discretion by many but wealth and power for
the sake of what it brings is not well figured out. Only a few are able to think in terms of what they really
need and how much money they require to fulfill their needs. The next person sitting on his office chair, may
be the victim of the former way of thinking. And he may not even know it.
This is the state of the world. One may never know how much the world has, as the rich and the elite may
have kept it for themselves. But who is stopping you from making good financial decisions, in your personal
life on a daily basis ?
ANUJ CHUGH

Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/knowmoneyforwhatitbrings.html

#23
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Use CommonSense in your Life, not fake theories and pseudo
science.
Never once in my life, did I and will I believe in the existence of parallel universes or even multiple universes
for this is the life we have, and the world that we all live in. To know what's happening in the world and in
the field of one's choosing, is enough givens to enable the process of success and it's failure is due to man's
own shortcomings. No matter how wealthy one may be, one's success is at the best, very limited cause' of
one's mortality.
Truly successful would be an immortal whose 'unlimited' resources would be truly unlimited, for he / she
would have unlimited time at their disposal. Wealth, money and power too, it seems, are only restricted to the
time one has to use it and / or enjoy it. Fabulous gains causing momentary highs are nothing but the
estimation of joy, power and freedom, triggered by a brain that believes in all that it can do. Why not ?
Rich people have a reality quite different from the rest of us. But the true seeking would always have to be for
something permanent, something final and something eternal. Something that puts an end to all kinds of
pain, without any possibility of future recurrance. Humans experience time as past, present and future
because they measure the passing of time by the events that occured and / or were experienced.
However, the only moment we ever live in, is the now. You go back to the cherished 'memories' of the future
and see yourself acting, speaking, meeting, doing, etc. beforehand in the moment of now. Now is the only
time you ever had and you will ever have. Hence, there's no good that can come from brooding over the past.
Not only that it wastes time, but it also creates mental blockages and / or decreases the efficiency of your
mind.
Anyways, coming back to this imperfect world, being sensitive I am not able to digest it's cruelities and the
fact that powerful elites are making mockery of the lives of rest of humanity. But there's no way one can find
the truth, there's a mastermind deception in the world. It's just  play according to the rules of the world /
game in anything that you want to gain, or else no gain.
You have to set a schedule for an entire day, making sure that you end up spending your entire energy for
the day. It would just be a matter of time that you will be ready. Ready, for whatever that you practice and /
or for what you want to be ready for. Be wary of your mind, it constantly wanders  back to the past, back to
the old habits, back to memories and back to the old ways of thinking, being and feeling. Then only, will you
gain some success in your training, then only will you change and good fortune will result.
You will get what you want. You will be lucky. You will fulfill all your dreams and yearnings. Your
expectations will be met and you will be full of energy. The only reason of life can also be, the preparation
for death. A person should spend sufficient time, meditating on the inevitability of death. It's lastly, about
facing life without any fear of authority, for there's no authority, only fear. Make way for yourself in this dark
jungle of life.
Ask this question to your heart, everyday  Am I able to trust myself and my truest instincts as per conditions,
as of now ?
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/usecommonsenseinyourlifenotfake.html

#24
'Now' is the only opportunity that you ever have.
Your lif e is doomed to hell, if you do not learn. There are people who never learn but you can't pride
yourself thinking about their existence. Your pain is your own. It is your own personal problem and personal
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property, if you will. It has been true that some spiritual books have ruined my life instead of improving it.
Beware of such books that make death so cheap and / or give false hope of things which in reality are not so.
Life is difficult and that is what makes it so dear, so expensive and so worthwhile. There are many times when
you cannot find your way to accomplish what you want to and almost always this will bring you thrills as
you will apply new ways of thinking and acting cause' that will be your only choice. It's true, you never know
how strong you are unless being strong becomes the only option that you have.
You will remain who you are until you dare, you have to venture out of your comfort zone, out of your
patterns and habits that have come of age, a longlong time ago. Anyways, coming back to the lessons you
have to learn in life, I would suggest that you learn it now cause' now is the only point of time that you have
and if something is worth doing, it is worth doing it now. Rest is upto you, to decide whether taking steps to
improve your life is worth doing or not.
Or as always, should you be waiting for the pain to reach a point that you can't take it anymore and allow it
to drag you or you will not stop at pain, any amount of pain and continue to procrastinate till the point of
extinction (there's only a one 'you') or will you go totally in the reverse / opposite direction and say to
yourself that 'this is the way to live,' and ruin the lives of your family members ?
The life we have is the decisions we made. Whether, we take it easy and regret or hard and be happy, is our
own decision. No one can force it out of him / her. Death is not cheap, it is damn expensive. Even worth more
than all the money you have ever seen, for you only live once. It happens once to any individual and then it's
all over. Hence, the only opportunity to improve your life is now, the only opportunity to learn.
Take a reference from what you have not done  form your failures and your procrastinations, and do exactly
the opposite. Keep on doing it. There's no help in reading selfhelp books and you are going to gain nothing
from it. They are full of blabber and false hope. Life is the only real teacher. The fight in the world is yours.
Yours alone, for it's every man for himself. If you win, you are the only one who will gain and if you lose, it's
only you to suffer that loss.
In the coming times, you will have to show strength you did not know existed within you. You don't know
what is at stake until you come face to face with these challenging times ahead. Mind you, it's a dire
warning. It's going to be a hell on earth. You will not want to survive as, dying would be easy. Dying would
be heavenly; easier. This is just a hypothesis and not a prophecy. But it's occurance has a degree of certainty.
It may occur, as the world is facing more and newer risks, with every passing day.
In even case, the times that you will be facing ahead, in your personal life will require phenomenal strength.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/nowisonlyopportunitythatyouever.html

#25
The NoNonsense Guide to Improve Your Life Right Now, Vol. 5
Wherever and wherever in your life you have felt good, it has been only because of your own efforts. Your
happiness and your joy was yours and the secret is you. Nobody caused it and to deny that fact is to deny
yourself and the power of your ego, which would further lead to degradation and decay as it has always
been in the past.
There are changes happening everyday but the world itself, is not changing. People will always remain the
way they are and were. Even myself. It's a really terrible thing to digest that a 2cent worth person can
actually run my life. My God ! Whatever did happen to my brains, their muscles and power ?
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The solution is ego and it's potential to change my life, for the better. Ego is not all negative as such, it has
been a very serious error of conditioning in my life to accept or think of it as such. The more powerful an
ego, the more obstacles it can overcome, the more authoritive figure's opinion it can can label as 'shit,' the
more fearless a person becomes and the more he can rebel without any harm to himself.
Send an innocent man (or a young adult) to work nowadays, and he's sure to get abused, bullied, played by,
taken for a ride and knocked out. In a way one or two knocks and a blackened eyeball are essential but the
'fun' caused by this stalking world can cause serious injuries which may lead to death.
I just hope nobody dies this way. As for the essence of one or two hard knocks, it may teach the person
everything he needs to know about the world, that life is not rosy and clean and fair outside. It is a very mean
and nasty world. 9095% people may be brutal and that includes everyone who you may think, are
trustworthy. They will deceive you when you call for them or worse, at the last moment.
It's a dogeatdog world or better, it is the situation of being eaten or eating, hunting or hunted. These may
be some strong opinions but they are essential skills to learn and understand and most importantly, to
practice. It can heal your life, change your world, get you results and not get rolled over by again.
Whenever you get down at the market place, make sure that you know your art well  The Game flow and the
techniques. Practice and hone up your skills everyday, after all you don't leave your house and go outside to
have a ball. Innocent sweet 16 girls get gang raped, killed mercilessly and get dumped in a trash dumpyard,
who have illusions of this sort.
Your father at the church tells you that God exists and Jesus is your only saviour. You may believe him but
that won't save you from getting fired by that nasty boss. You see people staring at you in the streets, when
you hear them scream in your mind that, 'your life is your bloody problem.'
Anyways, a big and awesome life starts just with an idea or a chain of thoughts which you already have or
may have, if you are being honest with yourself while, trying hard in getting a life that you know that you
deserve and even if you happen to eat and fully digest many dogs on the way, it's perfectly fine. Dog hate
dogs.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/thenononsenseguidetoimproveyour.html

#26
Power, Status & Position Are An Act of Fearlessness.
Money is basically nothing till the time, it fulfills a need or a want or a desire.
Success comes only when you realize that you don't have forever and you may die tommorrow.
What 'The 50th Law of Power' By Robert Greene taught you was that when you begin to fight with fearless
energy, people will not be able to ignore and / or resist you. At any given point of your life you are fearful of
something or the other and you have a choice whether to accept that fear or to deny it. What you may know if
you deny that fear is that, there are endless possibilities wherein you may become what you actually are. But
here's the catch  you don't know what you actually are.
There's something big hidden inside you that knows that a life full of wealth and power is possible and you
can feel it's yearnings all the time. If and only if, you would listen to it intently and focus your entire life in
the application of it's wonderful knowledge earnestly, things would start happening for you in a big manner.
In a way previously deemed impossible.
If you don't allow this transformation to happen, then the big guy inside you will burn you out. If you let him
die, he will kill you. You will be a floating carcass in the sea of life. You will be the living dead, a zombie. You
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will be a failure that you never wanted to be.
It's just another way of saying, that if you don't help yourself and identify the innate talents hidden within you
and / or hinder it's discovery in you, by any foolish act or acts on your part; then it's awesome power will be
reversed in a due course of time and will begin to act 'against you' instead of 'for you.'
After that, (if at all) you will realize that the wealth and the damsels which other people have attained could
have been yours, too.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/powerstatuspositionareactof.html

#27
The Jigsaw Puzzle of Your Life.
Life is finding out what exactly is, that you want and getting it. Finding out what exactly, is the most difficult
part. But it has to be done because your most intense feelings are associated completely with 'what exactly
you want' and that exact thing exists, whether you agree it or not. You are here for 'something.' You cannot be
here on this earth plane, without any reason.
Find out what makes you tick by dedicating your time to thorough research about yourself. If that 'something'
be materialistic or spiritual, you should not feel ashamed or guilty about yourself. You are not to pass any
judgments or harbour the fear of nonconforming. You should not pity yourself, no matter how big your goal
turned out to be. It can always be divided into smaller goals.
Life is compellingly big to play small. It's not enough to write it all on paper. Fearlessness and actions are
needed to make it a reality. While it's completely understandable, that you are not to make any rash or risky
decisions; it is also completely true that ideally, you should attain what you want.
It's only your most intense feelings that will make you feel truly alive. So, find out what your most intense
feelings are associated with. Once you find out, go for it. Don't start weighing the pros and cons in your
mind. Rest assured, that you are on the right track.
This is the only way to play life. Otherwise, life plays you. Remember, every problem has a solution. Every
problem. No matter how big and complex. No matter how entangled, the situation is. Against all odds,
against all complexities; you will continue to do what you can do the best. Don't look around the world, don't
search around the world for the ultimate secret.
The ultimate secret is you. It's not an arrogant bashing, it has an intricate design. The fundamental of you
being here, is to attain what you want. Your life is only what you want. Your life is not concerned with the
world. It becomes concerned only when you become it's (the world) unwitting victim.
Practice complete nonconformity in the face of your true will, your true desire. Your way is the only way.
Lastly, all the knowledge, knowhow, skills, talent and wisdom that you have acquired over the years, are
like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
They fit together perfectly into a complete and meaningful whole. Don't ever try to downplay and
downgrade yourself by thinking yourself inferior to others. They are not betteroff. It's only because of your
habit of selfpity that they are so.
Every piece of this jigsaw puzzle, which is 'you,' is a manifestation of intense desire and intense yearning.
The themes are different but the basic mood is the same, they (the pieces) push you to express your
uniqueness. They are all parts of your underlying unity and will support you at the exact moment.
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You must accept your responsibility towards expressing the highest level of creativity. You have a
magnificent history. Remember your past. Remember your yearnings. It is very important to complete the
whole picture, of that which you think of as 'you,' by not holding anything back due to whatever reason.
At times, you have a tendency to become 'good,' which is only in your mind. But, you are only being a passive
and stupid victim. You have created a prison about yourself, from which the only escape is enlightened
selfishness. Your every effort must yield return. Returns, in your favour. Be prepared to lose your defunct and
harmful self by constantly revising your thoughts and behaviors.
You have immense potential, know it before you die. Do what you can, while you can.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/thejigsawpuzzleofyourlife.html

#28
Possible Realizations & Reflections, In Your Life And At Your
DeathBed.
Quality of life is very important.
Dignity, selfrespect and selfconfidence consists the quality of life.
Though one should not brood over the past, the past is still very important.
You are weak, until you are able to defend yourself and propagate yourself.
You are here to live, achieve and prosper as other human beings do.
Those 'other' human beings are ones who are able to influence and dominate, having achieved some or all
avenues of power, in their considerable amounts.
These individuals are victors, they crush many people underneath them.
Thought is creative, your life is completely your own responsibility.
Even your parents cannot help you, no matter how desperately they may want to do so.
Your thoughts determine whether you are crushed and exploited by the 'other' men and women or not.
The basic structure of the society is unfair, unjust and biased.
It is selfsustaining and hence, thrives on itself.
It's a terrible truth that you will determine the quality of your life and if you are not able to do so, none will
come to your rescue.
It's a terrible truth that otherwise, life becomes a bloody joke and you start wishing yourself 'dead' before
every morning.
And it's no use, if you do or you do not believe in god.
Though it's true, your thoughts have created your circumstances, your conditions, your poverty or your
riches; you have also been harmed or betrayed by other people, even those who may have a close
relationship to you or even 'God', or rather, 'your belief in God.'
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All your pains, small deaths and bleedings should never be ignored.
They are damn serious and by their own force, make their brutal and serious presence felt, whenever you
experience any kind of pain or heartaches.
Life is too fast. Your past is over too soon. Even before you can ponder over or reflect on it.
This leads to unfinished business, unfulfilled riches or wealth, unsatisfied dreams, fantasies, ambitions or
desires.
This further leads to false memories, unhappiness, loneliness, low selfesteem and dignity, depression and
suicidal tendencies.
'Life is difficult,' as Buddha rightly put it, and you realize that 'The laughing buddha' must not have always
laughed.
But, in the end, the heartful realization is that, that you are different.
Every moment of your life, here on earth is too divine to be wasted.
If you are not able to live for yourself, you make a solemn oath to learn the art of living for others.
You realize that there is no realization unless, it is from the heart and that the reality of death is acute as it
always surrounds you.
You further realize that the fundamental basis of all your fears, is the fear of death itself and that you will
conquer everything, if you conquer it.
The last and the final, the most advance stage of realization is that no matter how much you happen to
cherish your life and consequently, dread your death or how brutally this inhuman world has raped,
prostituted and murdered you and you happen to cherish your death, hence; the substratum of reality is
within you, everything exists because you exist and all creations of the future after your death, will be a
working and function of your imagination which is progressive and rests upon the true foundations of justice
as it should be and not the way the inhuman world trashes and twists it.
You realize that no matter how much advice you have given, intellectual conversations shared or the rare
gems of insight you have given away, irrespective of the worthiness of your receivers, you couldn't give them
your heart, you can't give anyone your heart, no one can and a person is and will be it's one and only
safekeeper.
From above, considering that your soul is immortal, eternal and true; divine and godly justice will be
inevitable.
Justice as it should be and not the way it is made to be, permanently embedded in the fabric of the 'True
reality' and not 'the reality as it appeared and appears to be.'
Otherwise, you will realize that your life was just a random and meaningless bubble, in the futility of an
unjust and a stupid cosmos.
And that, the bigbang theory and the calculation of the age of the universe had very little, or no relevance to
your limited bubblelike lifespan.
You realize that it is not difficult, but impossible to forgive anyone who has committed a crime against you.
Secondly, more knowledge never led you to much success, but halfwittedness and it was never about the
pursuit of happiness, but happiness itself, no matter how it was gained, if at all it was gained.
Thirdly, mere intellectual and logical reasoning always failed bitterly to prove or disprove the existence of
God.
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Your experiences of life were dynamic and fluidic in nature and hence, ran in all possible directions.
Finally; you realize that you desperately wanted to defend yourself from violent and hostile forces that
wanted you dead, instantaneously or prolong your pain, indefinately.
And that personal success, wellbeing and happiness was only ever based upon assertion, domination,
seizure, takeovers, seduction, usage, dark magic, influence, possession and ownership.
With Love,
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/05/possiblerealizationsreflectionsat.html

#29
Wealthy Elites Use 'Secrecy'
People are stupid. People ask me and even keep discussing in the online forums, 'How much wealth does The
Rothschild have ? / How much is The Rothschild Family's net worth ?' Well, the answer is  Secrecy is The
Rothschild's Wealth.
They are worth the amount of disinformation they spread, their cloaks, disbelief and misinformation they
cause even in the age of the internet, the system they sustain and the public reach and awareness they
manage to avoid. In other words, the secrets that they successfully keep. They are just the keepers of secrets.
Their vast wealth would not be theirs to keep, if it were not for the sheer and utmost secrecy  that they are
masters of. The world contains secrets, the scope, the vastness and the magnitude of which you can't
imagine, can't comprehend and are beyond your imaginations. Hence, it is futile to even speculate on it.
You can rest assured that you are up against forces of evil...and you will keep forgetting this fact in the good
times, in the better days of your life. You are a human being after all, you have needs, desires that need to be
fulfilled, hopes for the future, aspirations, you have emotions and you will not want to believe and speak
about things which don't further your interests, anyways. Such, is the power of The Rothschild.
They control all the information as they control the media. The one who has the money to buy his / her next
meal, eats; others, die. Money has become a major force in everyone's Life. Yet you will want to ignore the
conspiracy to keep up with the statusquo because, you are on the right side of the fence and things are quite
enjoyable, as they are.
Everyone eventually believes, what they want to believe  No one can force a belief upon anyone, it's
impossible. It requires a calamity to come to an understanding that a few things you believed to be true, on
the basis of which you placed / kept high hopes, were not true after all and that really hurts.
He who has all the money, will have his ass furiously licked by one and all. That's why everyone gets sold
out, sooner or later. The only thing worth trying to do is to try and be an exception to the above fact.
Otherwise, one is no different (than the countless others). Money has it's own sheen, it's own pull, it's own
seduction.
In a way, it is a nasty thing. But that doesn't stop us from being it's slaves by not questioning things, when
intuitively we always know that the entire money system is based on rank injustice and will always lead to
rich getting richer and poor getting poorer; in the grand scheme of things. We are and will be  Mere
puppets with money pulling our strings. This has to stop !!
I am quitting my research on the amount of money, the wealthy elites have stolen since the dawn of human
civilization until now. For all practical purposes, it does not matter whether they have stolen billions or
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trillions. What matters however, is that I plan out my future immaculately, several steps ahead because, it has
really reached a high time now.
I have to be really practical and think in the terms of 'what can be done' and 'what cannot be done.' At the
end, that's what 'Being Practical,' actually means. I have to ensure my survival, if not my greed. I have to let
go of my faulty ways of thinking  If I want to live with respect and dignity, I got to have to work for my
livelihood. Success, fame and wealth are the second step. I have to ensure work and the stream of regular
income that results from it.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/wealthyelitesusesecrecy.html

#30
Never before published  All you ever wanted to know about money.
Whenever an intelligent form of life, such as ours, emerge and form a civilization; money is most likely to
emerge as well. The basic fundamental behind money is that our basic needs of survival such as food and
fresh water required effort and hard work of farming, hunting, gathering and searching.
Money emerged when the intelligent need to exchange was felt and hence, money became and still is a store
of value for such effort and hard work. The history of money complete with its background and details are
not the topic of this article. I just want to expose the money system that prevails today.
A simple primitive desire for exchange is not all that, their is to the story. Living in groups and clans, humans
were also driven by a tendency to assert, lead, dominate, stand out, become powerful, fuck as many women
as possible and all the other types of bloodshed, savagery and barbarism.
Confirming with the modern view of life, these qualities are as natural, as it were then. Though the attacks,
confrontations, and vices have taken different forms such that they are indirect, subtle, discreet, complicated,
manipulative and deceptive. Such feelings and drives were always present in humans and never left us.
We, the humans want to own and possess more and more wealth, money and power, even when we can enjoy
a perfectly happy life with what we have. As you can see now that, money was never supposed to be the
obsession it turned out to be. It is the global rules of the society, one has to spend his / her entire life in.
For, money in itself is just a store for value  It works only on the basis of it's function and the collective trust
and confidence, people all over, place on it, while transacting, on an everyday basis.
Universe, God, Nature, The First Cause  Call it whatever you want, is the source of infinite supply. I am not
saying abundant, when I say infinite, I mean it. Human greed, consumerism, destructive, ruinous,
exploitative & dominating ways of thinking and acting is destroying our source on earth. But our source is
absolutely powerful, wise and intelligent. Our activities only affect ourselves.
Nature will always balance things in the longrun. Do the right things, be happy and enjoy life on account of
the positive results. Do the wrong things & you bring pain to yourself and others on account of the negativity
created. We, the humans have problem understanding that we are the authors of our own lives.
Politicians, Governments & Corporates run the lives of the masses only when they give in to mass
manipulation, mass deception & mass consent  just by doing nothing, exactly. You don't have any rights
until you help yourself. It's not enough to be good. You gotta kill evil people.
I never simply wanted to be '#1' or the 'Best' in any chosen field of endeavor, I believed in the ideals of
justice, equality, fair treatment, ethics, morals, peace, etc. But unfortunately, they have remained and turned
out to be just that  Ideals. There is no such thing as equality or even equal opportunity.
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Ultimately, you want to enjoy a good and a high quality of life; until your death. The amount of money you
have, your financial background and/or the wealth you happen to acquire in the future, will have a lot of say
in that. Even when the money issue is solved out permanently for good, there will be a lot more problems and
issues to work on; you can be rest assured of that.
These challenges relate to natural consequences of being a human, such as disease, aging, loneliness,
hopelessness, boredom, anxiety, cynicism, sickness and the problems, other human beings globally, bring to
the table, directly or indirectly, to add to the rest of that, as if those were not enough !!
But, at the end of it all, I don't see the reason why I should be enjoying extreme wealth when so many people
around the world are living in extreme conditions of hunger and poverty.
Your soul lies with your conscience and not the other way round. How can you have a soul when all you can
ever seek is your victory over others in terms of pursuit, gain and multiplication / maintenance of extreme
wealth ?
It's better to have a purity of soul than these things. Seek contentment that only comes from within, otherwise,
you tend to give in to ambition, ego, greed, competitive pressures, society, vanity, visceral revenge, lust,
unfulfilled love, dominion / supremacy / assertion, control dynamics, arrogance and forgetfulness of one's
mortality.
It is difficult to tread The path of pure and unconditional love / The way of the white swan. But try, you must.
Your motto should be  ' The world and my life in it, is temporal.'
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/neverbeforepublishedallyouever.html

#31
Children are the Future of a Nation.
What does one really need in this world, that he / she can't live without ? Ans. Food, water and peace of
mind, to keep him / her going. These are all physical and mental needs that guarantee one's sanity, health
and wellbeing.
Some children are intelligent and really want to learn, to read and write, so that they can study their way out
of the shackles of poverty. What comes in the way even when they have access to primary education is, their
life's rudeness to score them two meals a day.
India is surrounded by poverty, yet no one does anything about it. Poverty makes a person, a handicap, even
with all limbs intact. It is difficult to escape out of it.
I think people in India only have a mentality that if a person is born normal, then he / she can work his / her
way to the food they need. But, the fact can also be that because he / she didn't receive proper nutrition ever
in their lives, hard labor takes a toll on their health.
Even if they are willing to work for wages, they get stuck in the cycle of receiving those wages only to be
spent on the hunger of their tummies, everyday. They work so that they can eat and they eat so that they can
work. How can anyone expect them to get out of their poverty, when these poor folks can't manage to have
any saving ?
Only education can save poor people. All I want is for this country to provide primary, secondary and even
higher education ( In the form of distribution of 1 or 2 important & key books) and sufficient food till at
least, the child attains 16 years of age.
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Children are the future of our country. Infact, children all over the globe, are the future of the world. So,
why do we let them starve and beg on the roads when they are supposed to get educated ? Why only
privileged children should get educated and better opportunities ?
Why can't anyone see their tears and the questions they ask themselves about the conditions they found
themselves in, since their birth ? Before having dreams of providing every child with education till secondary
level, why not start with providing them with food so that they don't have to beg or perform hard labour for
themselves and their families ?
Children are the Future of a Nation. Period. Even if they are born in poverty, it doesn't change this fact.
But by accepting this fact and acting on it, we can change their future.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/childrenarefutureofnation.html

#32
The NoNonsense Guide to Improve Your Life Right Now, Vol. 4
Another Perspective On Life, Glory And Guts.
Since, I am very much into good quotes, I present you with the most amazing three lines, that has the power
to change the way you live your life. The only effort needed on your part is to accept and embrace these lines
and the wisdom contained in them, wholeheartedly.
"Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though checkered by failure, than to
rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the gray twilight that
knows neither victory nor defeat."
 By Theodore Roosevelt
In all the good selfhelp and success books I've read, two most important and indispensable steps, that are
recurring and repeated are: 1) It all boils down to how badly you want it, and 2) Courage, guts and
fearlessness. I realize, with every passing day that life is a serious business and nothing is predetermined.
The problem is not getting out of negative situations. There will always be some sort of negativity in your
life, no matter what you do, how much you do. Life suffices it. Problem comes only when it weighs down on
you and makes you, static and fearful.
Show some confidence man. There will always be people who will downgrade you, downplay you as so many
are fighting for the same positions, for limited resources. You have to find your own way, make your own
way. Things are not easy. It's all bloody mean and bitchy out there. I hope you understand these things, give
them due attention and take care of yourself.
There are people who do wrong with guilt and there are people who do wrong without any guilt. In this life,
you come here, are born here to avoid pain, reduce your suffering and seek your happiness. No, it's wrong,
you are not here to make this world a better place to live in. You are here for your self interests and that is,
the pursuit of happiness and lofty heights. To earn money, relationships and those things, which will make
you happy. You can't spread happiness, until you are happy yourself.
Care enough, to stand your own ground. You meet people and you talk to them nicely but there's one right
that you shouldn't give to anyone and that is, teaching you right and wrong. You will live your own life, only
if you have your own judgements, though you can use at times, other person's opinion as your reference
point.
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Take care of the way you carry yourself i.e., the way you act and move. If you act like a beggar, you will be a
beggar. Don't worry or have second thoughts about it. For this is a world of appearance. This world relies
upon appearances, and heavily at that.
Don't believe in god, don't believe in destiny either. You are not that weak. Belief in God, only works when
the person has developed a strong character and has learned to keep the bigger picture in sight. It requires
maturity. Otherwise, the person only begs in front of the idols for what is lacking in him / her, in vain.
Alternatively, they may blame 'destiny'.
A rich man only has more money. Nothing great about him if he is tough on people in poverty, and not its
causes. People working under him, eat off their own blood and sweat, through hard labor. Not off the so
called, 'love, mercy, compassion, sympathy & forbearance,' shown by the fat guy. The bloated guy is enjoying
a good outward quality of life. But his mean spirit and dark heart will never allow him to be at peace with
himself. His darkness will chase him down everywhere, even to the depths of hell.
Don't care if you live only 4 years more and die. The only thing that matters is, how much ever you live, you
should live like an elegant lion and not like a clumsy dog. The only thing that you really want from the core
of your heart, is to be dignified with yourself  is to honor your own self with your behavior. So you see, your
life is in your own hands.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/sinceiamverymuchintogoodquotesi.html

#33
No Fate, No Karma !
The books of law of attraction, new thought, quantum physics, multiple universes, parallel universes, zero
point field and quantum physics have us believe, that anyone can get anything. This is at the root of their
basic premise. Of course, this is not true.
Whether or not you will be able to achieve or get what you are aiming for, depends upon many factors. Most
of them are internal, say 60%. Yet many factors such as taking birth in poverty, permanent disability and
handicap, being external can turn around this percentage, going as far high as being, 90% on the external.
Lots of escape velocity is needed to escape extreme poverty, which one may find himself / herself in, at birth.
Many have escaped it in the past, through a career in crime, gangs and violence. Though extreme, the
perfectly moral way to earn bread the right way, also seems difficult when one is already hungry, stomach is
craving for food and has already gone through hell, harrassed by the ways of the world and its people.
The major creativethinking inhibiting, talent selfdestroying, aspirationsthwarting theory and philosophy I
have ever seen is the stupid beliefs of men, in pastlife karma, or the belief in destiny. There is no destiny
other than that which is in the hands of men (and women) themselves. No fate, nothing.
Just subscribing to these theories kills the little chance, the povertyridden people may have to change their
lives. This philosophy kills a man from within, destroys ambition and breeds despondency.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/nofatenokarma.html

#34
The NoNonsense Guide to Improve Your Life Right Now, Vol. 3
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Everyone and everything can change  for better or worse. No one studies history hence, can't learn from it
and become bound to repeat it. People must at the very least, learn from their personal history. People ruin
their lives by daydreaming, wishing, living in illusion, believing stupid things, having stupid notions, being
and acting lazy, wasting time away, being fearful & dumb, lying and deluding themselves & putting no effort
to correct the above and hence, showing no signs of improvement.
If you don't have any courage, wits or guts to do the things you always wanted to do, you will only make
yourself hopeless, depressed and frustrated. Stick to what you said to yourself that you will do. Do what you
promised yourself at all costs, no matter what. No matter what the current situation is, or how it has
changed. You said that you will do then, you shall do. The matter is settled and closed, now. Sad but sure
truth is that, this is the only way, the disaster of your life can be corrected.
Be real. Tell yourself the truth and reality of everything, when you talk to yourself. And, act, respond &
behave on it's basis. Never react. Reacting is mechanical, you are not a mechanical robot. Be more aware, be
more conscious of your place in the society and the world, at large. When you react, you downplay yourself,
more often than not. Try to gain information, knowledge and skills, which you don't have access to, yet. Then,
you will by yourself tend to respond, be a king of your life and rule.
All the evil in your life feeds on your own negative energy. This would be one happy realisation even as you
read this, and it dawns upon you. Evil feeds on your tension, anxiety, worry, fear, pain, discontent, petty
mindedness, unhappiness, loneliness, silent desperation and mental suffering. Do not have them, you feed
evil through each one of them. Man bears this burden and becomes evil's victim, even when he could have
easily chosen not to.
Try and be strong. Next time you go to a supermarket, rise above greedy consumerism by avoiding impulsive
buying behaviors and the tempting desire caused by strategically placed materialistic attractions and visual
displays. These attractions are futile and stupid as they garbage the entire planet. Make a list, be frugal and
strike off items that are not really required, before shopping and buy only according to your list. Let's see
how well you can take control of yourself and your budget. This seems like a small and unimportant step, but
believe me it isn't so.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/thenononsenseguidetoimprove
your_311.html

#35
The NoNonsense Guide to Improve Your Life Right Now, Vol. 2
Most of your reality is your core beliefs and the habits that reinforce them. Success is about escaping your
negative beliefs and developing positive ones that aid in selfesteem and an increased avenue, through
habits. We are only limited by our thoughts, and habits that reinforce them. Habits can only be replaced, they
cannot be destroyed. And common sense tells us, that a negative habit should be replaced by a positive one 
to be happy, even if success or great wealth is not guaranteed.
I have found out that I was unnecessarily reinforcing negative situations and circumstances of my past
through negative and habitual use of my memory and recalling. It is unconscious, hard to control. You create
your own reality. Assert your will, lest you even stop having one. It's deeper than words and theories 
application. Show the world your good traits by being what you can be, the hard way. Never give up. Don't
forget, never forget  you were born to rule.
People wonder what is the meaning of life. Well, the meaning of life is a life of meaning  live in a way that
life means something to you, that makes you really happy living it. If you can't be happy, nobody can help
you. And you go on with your weaknesses and poor habits questioning, 'What is life ?', 'Why is it ?', 'Does
God exist ?' and so on...
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Your life is your responsibility. No one give's a damn. Be yourself. Be authentic. Get real. Practice honest
selftalk. World does not bother  If you die, you die. You are all by yourself, out here on your own. So please,
take care, it's a sincere request. Always remember to take care. This is what life is supposed to be  the way it
is, and this is how you are supposed to live.
Just living life, is so difficult. There are situations that make you weak and hence, you wish things were
different. Even after putting in, a lot of hard work and effort, there are setbacks that you have to face and are
not even mentally prepared for (they come unexpectedly). There's no use reading and writing, if one can't
improve his / her life. That's the sole problem with life  one cannot live any way one wants, one has to make
life worthy of being lived, with a reasonably good amount of happiness.
Just getting by is painful and makes life, not worth living. Your major threat in life is the collective stupidity
of the people who affect you directly. You have to use your smartness and wisdom to overcome it. Otherwise,
they will impose their will on you, and that will always result in your loss. You gotta think for yourself and
learn to be selfish.
Don't fear anything. You are the CEO of your life. You run the business of your life.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/thenononsenseguidetoimprove
your_12.html

#36
In solitude, you have your mind !
When I am lonely, when I am alone, when I have no one to talk to; I have my mind, my own beautiful mind.
With my own help, I don't need anything else really, for that demanding moment.
What use are the people who don't really understand you, when you can surround your mind with such
beauty that you come out fresh every time you immerse thy self in it ?
That wonderful and unceasing quality and the nature of your mind, that always loves to tell tales to itself. If
and only if you make friends with yourself by loving yourself and hence, caring for yourself deeply; you will
be able to understand the glory and beauty of your mind.
Your mind is not a superficial facade of reality, but contains such secrets you are not aware of. A day spent
alone can be a blessing, if you know how. Most of us would rather crave and yearn for experiences and
people, respectively; at the first instinct.
Respect thyself, a little bit more and claim a better judgment for yourself over what is simple and true &
what is not so. Try to get yourself to be in awe with what is rather than what is not and will never be.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/insolitudeyouhaveyourmind.html

#37
Money, Greed, True Success & The Urgent Need for Enlightenment.
Money does not buy you happiness. When a person does not think in this manner, he / she is in a state of
illusion. I mean, dare to understand life in a profound way than ever before. Life is not only about you or me.
Your life and my life, is connected with many other people, we don't even know. Money does bring you
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happiness, a lot of happiness, only on account of the needs and wants that it fulfills and can fulfill. But, the
things bought may not be right or good for you. Hence, the need for wisdom.
The situation concerning love for money becomes grave due to comparisons that one makes with others,
making this world a bad and a nasty place on account of such evil competitions. Constantly challenge all
your notions about everything. Anything less than the fire of passion and curiosity, a positive awareness and
the possibility of an enlightened life; should not be acceptable. Rich people have extraordinary lives, no
doubt about them. But look at the mess, their capitalistic thinking and ideologies have created. It's always
the same negative bullshit and is, annoying. They have committed heinous crimes, indirectly. I don't give a
damn if no justice system in the world, recognises it as such.

The fact is fact and the truth is truth, even if you don't believe it to be so, or even the entire world refuses to
accept it. On an individual level, work hard when you are supposed to work hard. Never shun hard work, it
goes you confidence and selfworth. You will not sell yourself short in life, be it job interviews or any other
situation or social gatherings. When in doubt and hopelessness, always remember that there are more
worthy, good and beautiful things left to do with your life.
If the power of good is great, the power of evil is also, equally great. You have traversed from bad situations.
So C'mon, at least now have some sense and struggle for the real deal. Don't fall in the traps of your mind.
Don't fall into your 'thinking'. Your 'thinking' ruins it, all the time. Life was never meant to be good. Life was
never meant to be bad, either. It simply is. People have, do and will always, be fool/s/ed themselves with all
their hopes to keep the game going. Hence, the game of life is, in a way, the game of hope. It's always the
same with everyone.
The wisest question is to ask ourselves whether we are ready to undergo shifts at the level of our minds or
not. Agreed, one person does not make a revolution; but can and may very well, become the cause or the
initiator for it. This kind of thinking determines success and the results or outcomes of all our endeavors.
And many a times, this becomes the only deciding factor.
Personal Success Through Shifts.

Shifts are important and if you cannot manage them, your life becomes stagnant. Physical survival instincts
are good, but they are not enough in today's intellectual world. If you are focusing on the physical, then you
can do the same things every day and still not succeed. Even if you are getting better every day, it won't
matter. Go out there, qualify for some competitions, win them and climb the ladder to bigger competitions. If
you win them, only then can you make some serious money and achieve serious fame.
Just pursuing a passion, having a hobby and doing a thing is not enough; you gotta stand up to world class
standards, if you wanna use it to make money and achieve fame. It's important to find a way, so that you can
use your hobby and help make you some money in they way, in the process. And it's a coldblooded world out
there, people do all sorts of things, people take part in all kinds of savagery. It's a brutal, dogeatdog world.
Only an insensitive person can be happy, in the state of the world we find ourselves in.
I don't believe in God. I don't even care whether God exists or not. But I still pray at night for all suffering
souls, for all those who suffer. We, the humankind have done so much, applied our minds and achieved such
impossible heights as heavy engineering in factories, bridges and tunnels. Yet, I get angry because, the vast
majority of us have failed to acknowledge or even understand, this basic thing  the pain of others. This is,
what's so wrong about, even my own life. To become sensitive, and not love material things beyond a certain
limit.
Why so much pain ? Where has the humanity gone ? It's really hurting because of the vast magnitude of pain
we have given to our fellow humans, killed the animals mercilessly for fun and food, and destroyed all kinds
of flora, the plants and the trees. I don't want to believe in things, ideas or notions that are not pure, are not
just and fair, and are not coming straight from a sensitive and a perceptive mind and a good heart.
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If people only become greedy and exploitative through education, then i don't want to be educated. What's
the use of being born, what's the value of your life; when even after having so much, you don't have gratitude
in your heart and keep yearning and asking for more ? Do you even know in what situations, other people
perpetually live in ? And what they go through ? Sometimes, it is really gruesome and dark and evil.
You will have to struggle to gain anything worth gaining. Life will change only to the extent, you can and will
change. No more, no less.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/moneygreedtruesuccessurgentneed.html

#38
Of Lofty Ideals & Joyous Affirmations...
Life is giving me happiness in newer and more possible ways, every day. It is possible only because, only
due, to the practice of courage. The possibilities of life, are truly inexhaustible. Pure, courageous and noble
thoughts, based upon the true foundations of strength, hardwork and enterprise, are it's causes. The
flexibility and an open mind required for everincreasing knowledge and everexpanding perspective of life
and the world, will always cause success and produce results.
The industry and the ability to moveon after suffering undesirable circumstances will always cause
happiness, irrespective of the external events of my life. To believe in the intrinsic goodness of people and all
that, that would be right, beneficial and helpful for me in the longrun; so as to assure and secure the
inevitability of my success and all things, my heart desires.
Success is not secured by despairing, tensions and constant worrying. Cribbing, bickering, complaining,
cynicism, persecution disorder and a broken heart are sure methods of a failure. It is always better to seek
out new experiences, than to live a life of silent desperation. To have faith and, to take calculated risks and
being brave; so as to open new doorways of happiness, pleasure and experiences.
Experiences, that make you alive again and expand your horizon. Something that you had never done before
and are glad that you did it, now. The purpose of it all being solely to live your days, here on earth; as you
wanted to live them and not, as it was imposed on you.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/ofloftyidealsjoyousaffirmations.html

#39
The NoNonsense Guide to Improve Your Life Right Now, Vol. 1
Get beaten up to rise up, and shine ever more brightly. Sometimes, we hit a wall; we are working hard but
the progress is not there and life's getting boring and depressing. Almost everyone knows the trauma of
hopelessness, injustice, selfpity, insecurity, pain, helplessness and loneliness combined with a pinch of fear.
Anyways, this kind of state has a repetitive tendency and always ends up on top of the person, crushing their
spirit when it comes.
The best way to avoid injustice from coming into your life, is to be a provider of justice. To become just and
fair in it's truest sense. Even if you constantly have to act fearless all of the time, for illusion of fear is the
only thing blocking justice all of the time, in all of the situations, universally. Is there any life, so perfect that
pain can never enter it no matter how hard 'it' may try ?
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Good things only happen when you mentally create space for them to occur in your life. And by creating
space, I mean creating the right and proper mental conditioning of your brain. Only then can the physical
conditions of your life take shape, according to your desire. Your mind should be programmed for success
and not failure. This life is only one, it will happen only once and it is happening now. Please don't let this
simple fact slip out of your mind, ever.
What I have felt during my lows at various points in my life, at numerous junctures of my life; is that one has
to concentrate more on what one has, rather than what one lacks. It is with respect to all three :
1) Tangible or Material things
2) Intangible things like innate skills, talent, ability and qualities.
3) And lastly, all the good that has ever happened in your life.
The human mind develops a shotcircuit if too much negativity is allowed to breed within it. Such life is
practically a waste, both mentally and physically. If a person gets weak thoughts, feelings and ideas in his /
her mind all day long, then how can they be strong physically ? They are in a mess already, in an emotional
trap of mismanagement and degradation.
Living life is not easy as there are a few difficult things to be done, to be dealt with, on a dailyroutine basis.
You will have to make difficult decisions everyday, do challenging stuff and surpass your own expectations.
You must set high standards for yourself. Never downgrade or downplay yourself through the vicious circles
of selfpity, anxiety, insecurity and despondency.
Confidence is not free, you gotta hunt for your confidence. You gotta find your confidence through such
progressive actions, which refuse to bend to the past. The most significant first step to happiness, is to accept
thy self as strong and powerful. You are made in the image of God, but have to you accept it first.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/04/thenononsenseguidetoimproveyour.html

#40
Everything about Human Life & What's Wrong With it
Human civilization upon earth and their very lives, are a game. I don't care about the existence or non
existence of 'God'. We as humans, bring in a lot of commitment to this game. I can say that due to the amount
of pain and suffering majority of us collectively take. Our perpetuating pain and suffering, are a reason
enough to do something.
We toil, struggle and strive, yet our lives do not seem to improve. Maybe things were never supposed to be
better, good and ideal or maybe we consented to every Goddamned game the elite aristocracy, wealthy
minority and the bastard politicians played against us.
The system is rigged against us. We have to work hard for our bread while these sick parasites, feed upon us.
We are too busy at work, trying to keep up and not get fired at the job, to notice such things, in the bigger,
global perspective. And the worst thing is, due to the false illusion of scarcity fed to all of us, by the people in
charge, survival and cutthroat competition has percolated to the lowest level. Poor people now fuck, poor
people.
Rich have all sorts of luxuries, their presence evokes a fear of power, and also, hatred and anguish, when
their backs are turned. I don't mean to say, that all people are born equal and hence, should be made to lead
equal lives; I just want to say that, our lives and our wellbeing, should be more in our control.
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There should not be any act on anyone's part that escapes the scrutiny of the vast majority of the public it
affects. Politicians and wealthy capitalists should be stripped of their power and punished whenever they are
up to no good. All media and all reporting should be honest and must be held accountable. Judiciary system
should be abolished, if it does not work.
People are forced to work because of the hunger and the stomachs that are to be fed, even when they know in
their heart that they should be striking and opposing. We, the people never wanted to be born in the first
place, but are compelled to hope that life becomes a boon and not a curse. The only innocent thing an adult
does is that, he/she forgets that they were once a child. We, the people have forgotten, the collective power
we hold.
The power, not of death and sacrifice or to be a martyr, for these only become just another 'statistic'. But to
be observant, judgmental and proactive about what is really happening. Every one of us can be a leader, for
we can lead ourselves. If the people can comprehend and maintain a common perspective about the harsh
realities and the problems challenging our very own existence, then there should be no difficulty in uniting.
Revolting and protesting, in the past, have proved to be a futile bloodshed. Those bastards kill us to maintain
their dictatorshit. We should fight in effective and indirect ways. And lastly, and more importantly, I want to
remind you that we must fight to live and not, to die. We must fight for ourselves and those of our fellowmen,
who are suffering with a similar fate. This world would become better place, if just the 1% minority of
degenerate, bloodsucking parasites, are exterminated.
Identifying the human viruses, is a major obstacle as we don't know who actually pulls the strings, from
behind the scenes. But they are surely hiding behind layers upon layers of subsidiary companies, group
companies and their controlling stakes. The power lies with the people. The system should never use the
people. The people should use the system, by representing themselves.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/everythingabouthumanlifewhats
wrong.html

#41
Survival and Killer Instincts
Life is all about killer instincts and survival instincts. Killer instincts because, there will be times and
situations where you will have to kill to survive or compete to win. Survival instincts because, too much pain
and too many problems have a tendency to weigh down upon you and crush your spirit.
Never rely upon people's sympathy, make them act out of their selfinterest, for people rarely act out of
sympathy. Make them feel and most importantly, make them understand that doing what you want them to do,
is in their best interests.
It's strange to note that people only bend to your will, either out of respect or out of fear. It's just human
nature. Talk much and you appear accessible and your value goes down. In any given place, people will start
talking about you, when you stop showing up. You go there everyday, and you are just taken note of as an
ambiance in the background, which is a given.
It is also interesting to note that many people who consider themselves to be good and appear to be good in
the society, have a tendency to ignore other people as 'human beings' like themselves, with all the hopes and
aspirations of a beating heart.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/survivalandkillerinstincts.html
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#42
Mastery & Achievement
I love my favourite author, Robert Greene for the things he writes and the things he says. Below are a few of
his quotes:
'The people in life who are primarily motivated by money or security often end up losing whatever they
gain, whereas those who follow their passion end up making far more money than they ever desired.'
'Your emotional commitment to what you are doing will be translated directly into your work.'
'There is no mastery or power without passion.'
Do you really need more motivation and guidance other than the three abovementioned quotes?
Everything we achieve is not by chance or accident. Many a times life will hit you as if you are just a
worthless pile of flesh and bones. No matter in what situation, in what darkness you are in; your resolve to
get yourself out of there, will get you out of there. That's how you do it. You go after what you want, giving no
reason at all, to life to mock you.
Through focused attention on a problem, we can pierce to more and more profound levels of understanding.
Getting into a Job or a Business ?
If you are going to get a job, you are never going to make money to fulfill your dreams. You can live
comfortably, gain experience and skills or even have a decent lifestyle.
Through jobs, you are going to understand the value of money, how you made it and how you stretch every
rupee until your salary increases progressively.
Capitalism though difficult and challenging at first, is the only thing that will make you a moneymaker. It's
not only about the money, it's more fun and enjoyable learning process and / or the steps to mastery than just
having a job that will (surely) feel like paid slavery, at times.
Always be on the lookout for the next learning source / experience rather than only being on the lookout for
money.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/masteryachievement.html

#43
Powerful bikes and the Need for Speed !
When you have a passion for bikes since childhood, and you happen to stay in a city like Mumbai, you are in
for serious trouble. You risk losing your life due to your stupid engagement with pulling the testosterone 
driven throttle.
Even a low powered 153cc Yamaha can reach speeds of 100kmph+ and such speeds are damn risky on a two
 wheeler as compared to four wheels, while in the latter you are inside caged whereas in the former, you are
exposed, outside, riding atop your machine. This is the reason that bikes are called mean machines and not
because they have a lot of power. You may just fly off the saddle, during an impact.
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Powerful bikes like Yamaha YZF R1, 2012 Kawasaki Ninja ZX  14R, Suzuki Hayabusa, Triumph Speed
Triple, Moto Guzzi Griso, Norton Commando 961 and many of the BMW Motorrad's beasts have their
attractiveness, that's for sure.
But having one of them, in Mumbai, is a folly. Apart from the fact that I risk dying during one of my speed
runs, these bikes cost double their price in India due to total 103% import duty levied on them, as per our
nation's stupid and archaic taxation laws. Hence, I may consider buying and riding one of these monsters,
somewhere in Europe. Apart from awesome roads, the bike also come cheap and there are lot many to
choose from.
As of now, there are many challenges in my life that need to be overcome and worked out. The struggle for
money is imminent and dominant in my life. I have to battle for my happy existence in this world. So even if I
harbor such fantasies that super bikes will make me happy, I would be disillusioned badly in the future. They
won't.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/powerfulbikesandneedforspeed.html

#44
How to Live Your Life ?...This is how !
The best thing you can ever do with your life is to fight for what you really desire with all your might. There
will be many pitfalls, lows and downfalls. In the process, recover quickly. Never stop looking out for what
you really want. Never forget it. Never keep it out of sight, of your mind's eye. You will achieve it.
A good life is earned, the oldfashioned way. There's no other way. This traditional way has 3 elements: (a)
Compete and win. (b) Outwit and outsmart to get your way. (c) Develop yourself (Both your tangibles and
intangibles) & use your uniqueness to have an edge.
You have not borrowed your life from anybody, to be repaid with interest, in it's due time. Your life is your
own. You should command and you should be responsible. Never wish. Wishing, daydreaming and weeping
do not make things happen. You were not made to do so, either.
Your mind and your body has an innate potential which can help you attain a good life, provided you make
good use of them, i.e. your mind and your body. The best hint you can ever get is to always be on the move 
to best utilize your potential. Never be settled. Never be complacent. Always attack. Always make good use of
your 'dead' time.
Face life, dammit ! Take it on the chest. Play life on the front foot. Your body and mind's muscles are made
for use and exertion and not for stupid and lazy relaxation.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/howtoliveyourlifethisishow.html

#45
All your Enemies are Within You...
Life of man upon earth, is a warfare. Your life will always go in the direction you want it to go. Make no
mistake about it. You were unconscious many a times, hence acted dumb or out of ignorance. That explains
your mistakes. Now the growing part  that is more important and most essential. Have you really grown
from all your mistakes ? Ask yourself. Maintain a secret diary, write all your mistakes down and the path you
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will now take, for the future. It's your life anyway, it's well worth the effort. But only as much worth as your
life is to you. Ultimate warfare is against yourself for, you are your own worst enemy. Be a warrior of light in
this world. Discern the truth from falsehoods. Don't support evil, no matter how tempting those benefits seem
to you, that may accrue. Don't betray and crush the voice of the truth. Logically you should be only as
impor tant as any other man or woman on this planet and your quality of life should have been as good as
anyone/everyone. If upon this world, you landed up on the right side of the fence/sunny side of the fence 
you should fight for/stand up for others and try and avoid being greedy and selfcentered. The ultimate joke
that life may or may not play with you depending on you, of course. These are your real enemies:
ego,
arrogance, attitude, lust, ruthlessness, mercilessness, evil, anger, greed selfishness, selfcenteredness,
violence, specialness, avoiding responsibility, hatred, lack of understanding, ignorance, laziness, despair,
despondency, socialconformity, lack of strength, lack of morals, ethics & a good character. When you are so
busy fighting other people for solely your own benefits and ends, your REAL enemies are fighting you and
winning. All your ultimate enemies are within you  you never thought of that or did you ?
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/allyourenemiesarewithinyou.html

#46
Is there any Justice in the Universe or Is this a Universe of Justice ?
Big Bang theory in other words, is as good as saying that universe created itself out of nothing, which is not
only impossible but ridiculous. The reality of life which is most difficult to accept  is all types of pain,
suffering and sorrow of all living things. All the evil in the world, would become defunct & obsolete in a
hypothetical situation when the above cease to exist. Thus, we can safely conclude that evil, injustice and
inequality owes its colossal power to its infliction of pain, causation of suffering and perpetuation of sorrow
upon all living things. Evil eternally feeds upon it.
In the hypothetical moment when all of these disappear, evil will disappear too and maybe, also the creation
itself. Hence, we can also say that all living things are imperfect for, they can be harmed. No one and nothing
is invincible. The creation and its living things, were not intended to be perfect because, the moment the
possibility of pain, suffering and sorrow steps in, evil steps in too and only leads to the play of the opposites
i.e, Good Vs. Evil eternally, in all their forms and manifestations. If at all we have a Creator; it would have
to be one who is the original and without a cause as the endless process and questions about causation
would stretch unto infinity. God has created us and has thus, seemingly done a great injustice to all of us by
putting us all through this. But when we go deeper, we realize that He has also given us His power by
creating us as pure potentials, having a potential for evolution and expression of more power and freedom.
Yeah, this does not change anything or lessen the pain we have to go through; it is merely a philosophical
discussion, to be frank. Every life is seeking more life. Everything is evolving. Everything is in a state of
movement, constant flux. Everything wants to express life. Every plant and animal is journeying to become
more conscious. Nothing is dead, its a thriving and throbbing universe.
No matter how much pain, enormous endless and torturous; some people may seem to go throughout their
lives, the basic structure of cosmos cannot be unjust as it would collapse. Theoretically, every positive has to
be balance by every negative and viceversa. It is just that many a times, lot of negativity is allowed to
prevail for a considerably long period of time. Inconceivable evil comes into existence, challenging every
goodness.
It is created by humans, not the Creator. It is because the Creator gave the choice of free will, we intuitively
and emotionally feel inclined to blame & abuse God for such an abuse of free will, on the part of, those
directly responsible for the human condition. Such blasphemy is the natural discharge of emotion and hurt.
Even when people know who are the masters that have enslaved them, nothing much is done due to the
power of evil that is spread, far and wide. In such a case, the person does not have much choice but to turn
his back to God and also, the entire scientific evolution drama. This he does by abusing God many times in
his mind.
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All this is caused by the huge amount of negativity in the world and in the person's own life. His own
evolution is stalled, and a spiritual person with a good intellect to understand the creation and evolution
process, gradually becomes a skeptic. We all are desperately seeking positivity, desperately seeking justice
and desperately want the balance restored.
Every wrong ought to be punished with the same momentum & intensity  with the same amount of harm
(pain, suffering and sorrow) inflicted, otherwise our Creator cannot be called to be a 'Just God.' Example  A
person directly responsible for killing 100 people without any valid justification to neutralize some or all of
the evil committed, must bear the same amount of harm undergone by those 100 people, collectively. In hell
or some other realm, where it happens does not matter  the only thing that matters is that it happens. Every
evil, punished. Every injustice, brought to justice. Every wrong, repaid. No more, No Less.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/isthereanyjusticeinuniverseoris.html

#47
The Martial Artist
even the most beautiful of all things are futile, if they are weak. beauty without strenght is worse than
ugliness with strength. stupidity makes the gift of life wortheless. laziness causes the mind and body to rot.
unintelligent and stupid is the intellectual man with noguts. knowledge is no use without wisdom. life has
no purpose without devotion. 99% commitment is no commitment. the basis of all power is fearlessness.
power is evil if aimed at greed, selfservice and contempt towards the poor. all power will be slayed in due
time by the mighty forces of good. the only truth is the application of knowledge with wisdom. other than
that, all is junk information, no matter how knowledgeable you may consider yourself to be or actually are.
your intent should always be with forces of good, no matter how difficult your life may become. this will
protect you from the eight paths of evil namely; vanity, attachment, greed, anger, lust, selfindulgence,
arrogance and vile acts of injustice. being good is not about acting good, it seeks and it must seek the total
destruction of evil, too.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/themartialartist_11.html

#48
The Death of Environment Means the Death of All life
This is one article that I’ve been planning to do for a long time. It’s in fact, more relevant than ever. It points
to all of us and the burden we put on the planet’s resources to fulfill our never ending selfish desires, to the
extent of even becoming greedy at times. Throughout mankind’s history, great crimes have been committed to
gain material things, to progress in our understanding through science. Alas! These crimes have been
committed against our very own environment, the very own place that we thrive on, The Planet Earth.
Capitalism has created oil barons, robber barons, steel barons and cutthetrees barons. We have seen it get
destroyed in front of our own eyes and it is possible that it is very late to even ponder on the damage done. A
little too late that I am a fool even writing this, perhaps. If I had an amount of money, enough to buy 100
acre barren land in a remote area, I would plant trees; enough trees of every wild variety to enable the
process of reforestation. Alas! I do not have that kind of money right now.
Time is ticktoking, I am getting scared. Everyone should be scared. You, the readers should be scared. It’s
been a nonsensical joke carried on for a bit too long. Capitalists have produced because masses have
demanded and we, stupid and jealous masses believe that we have no power and that, the capitalists have
called all the shots. We blame them, always.
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Ecological crimes have been reducing but a very low rate. With reduction of carbon footprint and green
initiatives taken by companies and organizations worldwide, things are happening but at a very slow pace.
One may ask who am I to say this. I say this because I don’t see any initiatives taking place in the
Reforestation Department. I get to hear every day about businesses seeking land to open new factories to
produce new cars, more steel or for power projects, etc.
It’s not that we are getting less oxygen to breathe. It’s only that we don’t care. Selfishness & Greed. For the
love of woods, we need to think. If only I had the money, now, because I think that in the future, it will be all
too late. Till then, we would survive, of course but there will be less oxygen to breathe.
Another thing is that there will be less land available to me then; when I would have made my fortune to
embark upon this kind and selfless work, as a gift to all humanity; because of the rate at which people are
gobbling all the land for selfish and greedy activities, which most of the time only damage our planet.
Time to think. Reforestation is the only future.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/thedeathofenvironmentmeansdeath
of.html

#49
New World Disorder & Conspiracy Crap
After researching for 5 years, I come to the conclusion that the conspiracy theory of international banking
elites scheming their way to the ‘New world Order’ is highly unlikely. To begin with, the alleged ownership
and control of an amount of money as high as US$500 trillion, which even went up to US$900 trillion by
these banking elites, is absurd. Imagine what a trillion dollars can buy 23 top companies of the world,
entirely. Even if we consider that it’s all true, then where have they kept, and how have they kept this huge
amount of money hiding from the general public. Of course, there can be a way to private ownership of
companies and then, there are even rumors of The Rothschilds having huge underground vaults storing
enormous quantity of gold in the conspiracy theorists theories.
Having all this money and influence, they can do their work of ‘New World Order’, right away. What are
they waiting for? There are nine hundred and ninetynine ways, anyone can fall for these conspiracy theories
but ultimately, there is one effective way, you, me or anyone can save himself/herself from falling under this
trap. And that way is through reason how your life been so miserable and cruel, that you do not desire to
live anymore? Even when you were going through bad times, there was something or the other that saved
you, otherwise you wouldn’t have been living. No, I am not leading you through to the ‘benign God’ theory.
Just want you to question yourself can the problem of the world and crimes towards humanity. be this bad?
Now, to be frank, I do not have any answers whether these conspiracy theories are true or false
but I have found a way of how not to be obsessed by them. You might be disappointed with me saying that,
but let me assure you that no matter what you have faced in your entire life, there’s hope. All the problems
exist within you and hence, the causes too. If you remove these causes one by one, then you can be the
solution and hence, a happy and successful man. Now, you would ask what has this got to do with conspiracy
theories let me tell you this, ‘The world does not matter, you do’. In the deep sleep state every night, the
world always ceases to exist.
Every day is an opportunity for you to act and for you to be what you want to be. You can do things today
that you were putting off for next week, next month or next year. Finance, of course comes in the way of most
people cause’ only a handful of us are, rich. Yeah! But it does not suck, your situation does not suck, who
said it? And why do you believe it to be so? You are a person with brains and intelligence. You may have
some bad habits, but you are willing to improve your life if given some guidance and the opportunity.
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Attitude is the main solution to any of your problem. Just think that all of the conspiracy theorists are 100%
true, all of these that you have ever read and even think if you will, that there’s no respite and hence, eternal
damnation for your soul even after your death, for nothing at all but for only being a nice and innocent
person. Does that matter, if you don’t have a choice? Obviously, conspiracy that big does not leave us a
choice but to die but now, we have even added the eternal damnation of the Soul possibility what more can
be worse? What more can go wrong? There can be nothing worse than this, it’s not possible. Impossible.
‘It’s because the sheep does not have a choice, it gets prodded’, so is with us the socalled ’sheeple’, by these
conspiracy theorists. And now that, we have even thought about eternal damnation of our Souls, which is
way bigger than the former, i.e. the death by NWO, the elites, what can be possibly worse? ‘We humans are
so limited in our thoughts that we cannot conceive of a Higher Hell from those that we have already
conceived but, the eternal damnation of the Soul and hence, it has become the Highest Hell!’ What can be
possibly worse? What can we do when we have no choice but to do something? Nothing. So, hence my
friends, these conspiracy folks have only gotten us into their trap, i.e., if you believe them, there’s impending
doom and if you don’t believe in them, then there’s impending doom too, coupled with the possibility of even
being called a ‘sheeple’.
*All the above quotes are mine, authored specially to fit in the context. But they are logical and well
reasoned even to the level of a layman.
P.S. To those who have understood me well Go back to your life and your work and stop wasting time
researching these bullies. They are making money, all of them, selling their books, videos and crap.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/newworlddisorderconspiracycrap.html

#50
The Downgrade of America / Where Does the Money Go ?
Let’s move a little away from science to the current global economic crisis. With the US finally losing its AAA
credit rating and finding itself in a deep hole, the chances of another recession looms over them and maybe,
the entire world? But is it going to be that bad, as it was in 20082009. Let’s see.
Recent 10day market slide has caused global markets to lose as much as $4.5 trillion. As we all know that
stock markets are a zero sum game or a closed system; that is to say, if someone loses money, someone else
gains money. Let us further enquire how were the markets crash caused and who has gained all that money,
if at all. If the latter cannot be ascertained, we must ask the big question: ‘Where has $4.5 trillion gone?’ It
cannot just disappear. This question would need a financial expert and an economist to answer but I will try,
only for the sole reason that no one ever tries to find such answers whenever markets collapse.
How much is $4.5 trillion, anyway? Converted to our Indian currency at the current rate, it is 207.18 lakh
crores. This amount is approximately 120 times the amount of money lost by the exchequer in the 2G scam,
uncovered by the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG) in the second half of 2010. The basis of this
article is not to cause unrest among the people but to understand, myself and for all who are interested to do
so; how the interconnected global financial markets work.
The most obvious reason for this downfall can be attributed to risk aversion in the bear markets done by
large institutional investors throughout the world. High national debt ($14 trillion and counting) of US and
poor fiscal measures on the part of its policymakers is another. US is contemplating measures such as debt
limit revision but is already threatened by China, its largest lender for doing so. Now that Standard and
Poor’s have reduced their credit rating by one level to AA+, it seems that US has exhausted all its tools to
save its economy.
The answer to my first question is, yes there are chances of another recession and it will affect the entire
world like it did in the 20082009 period. As for the answer to my second question, I may have overlooked
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the most fundamental fact that the markets have lost $4.5 trillion. That is to say, the total market
capitalization of world markets have eroded by $4.5 trillion and it is not the total of individual and
institutional losses. But my enquiry is still valid, and my question can be rephrased as: ‘Is $4.5 trillion, the
total amount of money received by institutional and individual investors spread across the world, through the
sale of their equities and/or mutual fund units?’
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/thedowngradeofamericawheredoes.html

#51
The Rise of Artificial Intelligence
My firm belief is that artificial intelligence can never replace or overshadow/takeover human intelligence. It
is so because, the selfpreserving ability of the human brain will be ever greater in the scheme of things.
There may be a war between humans and machines but victory will never be granted to machines. Humans
have biological advantage which machines do not.
Humans can never attain the speed and accuracy of an ordinary computing device, what to say of the
supercomputer. On the other hand, humans have the advantage of instincts, which lead to selfpreservation,
and a conscience that sets limits on what we do so that we feel guilty when we are bad, and happy when we
are good. Hence, resulting in a sense of justice. If artificial intelligence, can be programmed to be good
always and serve us, they would not be artificial intelligence, at all. But if, they are to be programmed so that
they reflect constantly like we as humans do, on their actions and feel guilty like we do, scientists would have
to create the pain and dreadfulness of death and fear of it, whatsoever, so that they can empathize like we,
the humans do. However, even after taking all the precautions we would not be able to exercise control on
these machines, by programming them to only act productively and constructively for the creation of a
utopian world just in the same way as all of their makers, are not altruists and dream and aim for such a
world. That is to say, many of our kind, are also nasty with only selfserving agendas. At best I can say, that
there will be two species interacting with eachother, each having their own unique superiorities or special
advantages over the other. But, only time will decide whether they would be able to coexist with eachother, or
humans will have to kill them, eventually.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/theriseofartificialintelligence_11.html

#52
The Implications of Immortality
Some of the greatest truths of life cannot be transmitted through words. They can only be experienced and
understood. There exists The Ultimate Truth. Who said that, there can be no Ultimate Truth? That Truth is
Death. Once you have begun to live, the only Ultimate Truth there is, is that you will have to die. Scientists
from some countries are already trying to understand this phenomena called death and trying to nullify the
ageing process by finding out ways to integrate humans with machines so that, we never die. They are
finding out ways to make us immortals and thus, dying only if we will to die. But can immortality, actually be
achieved? And if yes, then, is it okay to tamper with nature in this case, as in other cases of genetic
engineering and human cloning? As it is an uncharted territory, there are hidden implications that may
surface, even as in the case of human cloning when religious authorities argued, would lead to people
spawning without a soul. But if people can spawn at all without a soul, then why is a soul necessary? It is for
time and experience to show us. Humanity will be doomed if one such implication regarding indefinite life
span, in my opinion, would be creating new ways of entertainment for us, the immortal beings, eternally, so
that we don't get bored and plan to unplug ourselves and die. Though it is a farfetched scenario, as many
issues of world hunger, poverty, illiteracy and starvation are still pending, to be solved. But if, such a
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scenario actually manifests, then God and the religions, will be rendered useless and spirituality will only
mean, the fulfillment of mankind's perpetual utopian dream.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/theimplicationsofimmortality_11.html

#53
Illuminati, satan, evil, ultrarich and the jist of all true
religions...Save the future!
justice, fairplay, righteousness, winwin situation... be on the side of good, no matter what... many a times,
the world will tempt you with all its attractions and material things... it will make you want to gain these
things, using your head and not your heart... head is cold reason, heart is warmth... evil, lust, greed, anger,
power, possessions, ownership... these are big, these are great temptations... great wall of china, if you will...
90 out of 100 times, you will submit to these... the gap is narrow, i.e. 10%... your escape velocity should be
greater than the great wall... should be with all your might... hold back anything and you fallback... you are
smart enough... study all the things, know all the things with great depth, with great details... go after the
truth and the real nature of things... don't get sold out to lies, you will know them as such after due
diligence... use your heart, use it more often... all the negativity of the world is not created by accident or
chance, but by design... you will also be challenged by many pressures and seemingly pointless and
rewardless way of acting good... once again, temptaions are big and the gate is narrow and the rewards
uncertain and undetermined... the pressure of the intellect is big... the gravity of competitive pressures is
great... it's difficult to fight satan... but not impossible... be mightier than the mighty forces of evil... prepare
to hold the world with your arms and lift them upon your shoulders... you will not be alone, masses will join
you... you will be the leader of men... that the future of their children will not be dark and of slavery, but
bright and prosperous... shun petty gains, the world is nothing but shadow, illusion... you feel that there is
everything to gain, yet the reality is that there is nothing to gain... don't sell out ever, please... it's an earnest
request... use your intelligence for justice, fairplay, righteousness, winwin situation... not for selfishness
and stupidity and the security that does not exist, the illusion of security... if you study well, you will be given
work and see where you fit in, in this great war... keep an open mind... be a revolutionary... don't sell out, i
repeat... don't ever sell out... the gains are petty but they seem huge, vast and orgasmic, seemingly making
you all  powerful... but all that seems, is never is... this is the ultimate work of satan and he is the master of
this illusion... he became deceptive, manipulative and powerful by entering the minds of the people without
them knowing... and there were earthly forces working on satan's behalf, that made all of this possible... as
such, satan is a symbolic representation of all that is bad, evil and negative about the people of this world...
nevertheless, it is real and his forces are no less mighty... many, many people side with him... majority of
people will side with him due to their own inherent weaknesses... only a few will undertake vast responsibility
and huge self  sacrifice... to destroy the works of satan and satan himself, in totality, upon the face of earth.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/illuminatisatanevilultrarichand.html

#54
State of Human Life As a Prerogative
Inequality of wealth creates all the problems in the world. Humans would have created a 'Kingdom of
Heaven' collectively, if they wanted to. Look ing at the technology, largescale machines, automation, mass
production, high yielding varieties of seeds, poverty and hunger would have been a thing of the past. But no,
humans don't work that way. Competition is an other form of hatred. Winning is an another form of hatred.
Getting rich, being ahead of the competition, supremacy, desire to possess are intrinsic to human being. They
are caused by ego, the obsessively com pulsive collective capacity of everyone to believe they are special
and they must have good salaries, do the best work and spend on what they like to spend (it keeps the
economy running). People have only known things and are hardwired to believe that this is the only way to
live a good life. If one person takes upon himself/herself to change the status quo, it would come at a cost
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that won't be worth the pain. Life has of late, only become persuing of new and loftier heights, never bef ore
seen. I am not advocating pure selflessness, I want to make a point that issues of human rights, hunger,
starvation deaths, poverty and inequality will never be solved only by strategic thinking and trusts alone.
There is something wrong with the human civilization itself, the problems run deeper than we think. Why
does an individual think he/she is 'special' ? The person works hard, cont ributes to the society and earns
his/her rightful salary/income. So what? It is an inablity to understand the pain of others. When one's
problems are sol ved, one thinks they have earned the right to be happy. The thinking almost always goes
like that  the person in question, the immediate loved ones, fam ily, friends and the people that matter. After
that, people dying in West Africa is none of their concern. At the most, they (we) will donate some amount of
our money to ward of our personal guilt. We can always blame 'other people' for having unprotected sex and
producing babies they cannot feed. If only the amount of money spent on useless space programmes,
astronomy and physics till date, were spent on poverty alleviation. Advocates of science, opinion makers,
media, politics, profiteers and lobbyists just don't get it. Rather be bothered by supernovaes in our galaxy, we
could could have focused on human
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/stateofhumanlifeasprerogative.html

#55
The Greatness of Chanakya, India's one and only true leader
I read 'Chanakya's Chant' a fiction novel by Ashwin Sanghi. There was a question posed by one of the
character, which i tried to answer myself  to my utmost satisfaction. The Question  Explain whether
chanakya's treatise on political economy, the arthashastra was his own work or whether it was simply an
aggregation of previouslyheld views ? My Answer  The arthashastra was merely a compendium of all
previous arthashastras. It contained all of the political philosophy prevalent at that time. However, all of it
was only transmitted orally by the brahmin teachers, whom the king hired to teach their princes, the art of
statecraft. A few leafs or treatises were written before the arthashastra, but were largely scattered. Despite
being a vast compendium of all schools of thought related to subjects ranging from accountancy, justice and
law to discipline, wages, division of labour and forming alliances; the author has also given his own views
and at times, followed a balanced opinion when two or more views conflicted. But this does not dims the
genius of Kautilya in any way. He was a practical philosopher, he conquered before he gave his testimony.
He was the one who first thought out the concept of a nation, called 'Aryavartha', before india even existed.
He organized the work of arthashastra to benefit the king, Chandragupta Maurya and also his future
successors. It has been said that Chhatrapati Shivaji read the arthashastra before conquering the moghuls
and forming the maratha empire. About Kautilya's personal life, it is known that he sought revenge by setting
Chandragupta Maurya on the throne of the Magadha Empire. Hence, he was a kingmaker in its true sense
and did not desire anything for himself even after having played an allimportant role in capturing the vast
kingdom by mentoring Chandragupta Maurya, without which history would have been wildly different. In
truth reality itself, is the ultimate philosopher. The ultimate waste of the world, are those dreams of humanity
which will never come true. Ultimately, all of it all just boils down to the game of sharpest perception of
reality, the one who has it and applies it rather than babbling about it to the world, wins it. He/She can truly
make the world bend to their will.
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/thegreatnessofchanakyaindiasone.html

#56
What is Philosophy ?
Ever since I was a schoolgoing boy, I loved my learning and my life in a question and answer format. So,
here it goes:
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What is Philosophy ? My Answer  Philosophy is a way of life to better one's life. It aims at reducing
suffering and increasing happiness. It is the adoption of a way of thinking, which an individual deems
suitable for his/her aspirations. It is recommended that after choosing one's philosophy, one should adhere to
it with total devotion and dedication. It is not said that one should keep a closed mind, after selecting one's
line of thought. No philosophy is an absolute philosophy and one should never be rigid in the face of
experiences that everyone of us have to face until we stop breathing. But, one should be careful while
selecting or keeping core beliefs, that are close to one's heart, beca use these are too, nothing but
philosophy and every one of us is a philosopher, by default. While it's no doubt that your life should be aimed
at getting what you want, you should not be too aggressive or too passive. It should be the basic criterion of
selecting a philosophy. While you are ready to fulfill your heart's desire, you are also ready to play fair and
not gain anything at someone else's cost. Everyone else, though still being philosophers, are mere negative
thinkers and evildoers. They destroy the true essence of philosophy. Philosophy is utopian. Reality is vast
and every intrepretation, every skill, all knowledge and all experiences of every individual that ever existed,
are insufficient to contain it. There is simply more to everything and no end to it. Philosophy also involves
methods and techniques of the oriental wisdom to achieve spiritual goals. Spiritual goal is the ultimate goal
and purpose of philosphy. Every man, every woman, may want to be all that, that they can be. But, it has to
end somewhere as it all becomes ultimately futile, due to the inevitability of death. Death is a great equalizer.
Rich and poor, ugly and beautiful, all have to die. Every great philosophy of the past and the present are
based only upon death, as it is the only thing that give's life its meaning. Mankind, also need to ponder
beyond death and upon its ultimate evolution as there are some questions that life and death poses, which
even the greatest sceptics can't ignore. Such as, the conditions a newborn baby takes birth in. Why is one
baby born in extreme poverty, bereft of everything and the other one, in royal households? Science will never
ask these type of questions as these are deemed irrational, stupid, insane and pointless by scientific
communities. They go to lengths to describe the process of how a newborn baby begins to gain individuality
and blahblahblah.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/whatisphilosophy.html

#57
How the rich, the elite, and the priveleged class fool us!
It's about time I muster up my strength and speak out, stand up for my fellow human beings. Pay attention, it
is important for you to know : They (mentioned in the caption) rule over us/have ruled over us by
complicating simple things. This made it hard for us to understand whether they are actually bad, wrong and
evil. They compartmentalized basic injustice and simple things into : 1. inequality and poverty 2. hunger and
starvation 3. undernourished and malnutrition 4. misinformation and disinformation 5. above poveryline
and below povertyline so that they could debate with us. Note : In their opinion hunger is different from
starvation and inequality is different from poverty. They will funnel our collective raw anger in the direction
they want to funnel, i.e. amongst ourselves. That's why we die fighting for them in their wars and arms and
ammunitions are duly supplied so that we kill among ourselves. All because we allow ourselves to get fooled
by the hatred which does not exist and is created by false stories in their media. We don't know what to call
it, misinformation or disinformation, anyone ? It does not really matter, does it ? What really matters, is that
you and I will kill eachother if we do not spread the awareness that these wars, no matter what the
underlying cause is or the form they might take, are only meant to destroy you and me and our families. I
understand the urgency of the situation and threats that world war 3 might take place, soon with Israel
attacking Iran or multiple countries attacking Iran. I hereby give you complete authority to spread this post.
Please make soldiers aware, so that they refuse to fight these sham wars.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/howricheliteandprivelegedclass.html

#58
Kill the pornography industry!
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I have held this one up my chest for 78 years. But now, no more... I will blurt out everything in one go, for
my heart is filled with anger, hatred, pure hatred ! I will now unravel the filthy, nasty secrets of the
pornography industry. Porno industry works on the silent desperation of its viewers. Porno industry
downplays the role of a woman in a man's world and it's sole motive is to reduce the females into sex toys
and have men toy around with them and treat them like dirt, nay, shit. Porno industry is a multibillion
industry, worldwide. Sex sells, so businesses and corporates would go to any extent to sell it, even promote it.
Sex portrayed in the porno industry is not normal, reallife sex. Deepthroat and analsex are not normal, for
if it were, then nature itself would have taught men and woman to perform it, just the way it teaches new
born babies to swallow or eat, when milk teeth arrives. Men are motivated to rape after viewing porn. In
some cases, teenagers would rape quite an older women. The major fuel that sustains pornography is drugs.
Competition and unemployment makes life harsh for everyone. Poverty steals the chances of succeeding in
getting a real job and subsequent drug addiction makes it worse. Porn seems to be as a good, easy,
manageable way out of their troubles; for the cute, sweet looking ladies. It's attraction weighs them down.
But they don't know, nah, they never know what they are getting into, these beautiful ladies. Many of them
are 34 times better than the 'socalled' beauty queens of hollywood or the 'Most beautiful women on earth'
type titles. I say it, cause I saw them myself. I have the guts to admit my folly of having watched porn at some
point in my life. US is the largest producer of porn. Many of the newcomer ladies are scared, but are
motivated by their preconditioned beliefs and 'no way out' type situations because of they need to make
money or to sustain their drug addiction and lo! my little cuties, my little angels, for whom I would spend my
entire life admiring; become reduced to sexslaves and profitmaking machines, for the big nasty porn
producers. (wiping my tears) In us, drugs are not supplied because they are demanded, they are supplied
because they (drugsuppliers) know for sure, that they will have their addicts if the drugs are supplied. It's
called 'seller's confidence', in my terminology. In porno industry itself, only a handful of ladies make their
mark. And many a times by starting their own production ventures or by becoming directors/producer cum
directors after spending many hard days at work only to realize that they have been conned. 'They performed
just to make their producers rich.' Rest all the girls are bound to hardest hardcore and punishments and
BDSM's and roleplays for NOTHING. Yet women are joining the adultentertainment industry, in large
pools. Cause they are stupid. But more than that, they are ignorant. Ignorant of their own fate. It is
happening recently due to debt crises and the resultant unemployment, in the European countries. And like
always, these women deem it as a way to 'easymoney'. In US and the west, people have no shame saying
they are pornstars. But who marries them ? They marry in their own 'porncircle'. And what meaning does
marriage have for them, anyway ? The brutal forms of porn and the needless, unnecessary violence and
abuse in it makes it unpalatable and disgusting. Yet many people watch and fans demand these acts. And
what do you call these type of people, anyone? abnormal, yeah, that's right. Friends show to their friends
and their friends show it to 'their' friends and promote it by saying 'that's cool!' or 'hot', whatever. 'That's
turning me on. Yeah!' Bullshit  the fact is you have no discretion and have succumbed to 'peergroup
influence'. The exposure to porn among kids is happening at quite an early age  1113 years. Parents admit
it that they know about it but say, that they are helpless as the child may watch it at their friend's house. Even
the pornographers are shocked to the amount of violent porn, the fans demand at the 'Fans Have Spoken'
type bulletin boards, portals and forums. In the future, the situation will be worse with the introduction of
3DPorn. 1020 years down the line, you may even have access to 'VirtualSex'. All good businesses, but who
will question the morality of it all and the social fabric it will shatter and has shattered, already ? Peace,
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/killpornographyindustry.html

#59
What knowledge is and what it has become in today's world.
Language is a very important tool as far as any study and reading of learning material is concerned. It's only
the written word that's effective for the people who have developed speed reading. Long speeches, anyways
have the tendency to put most of us to sleep. Though some people may prefer learning through lectures, light
reading is still a better tool. The speed of oral dictations and speeches go as per the whims and style of the
speaker which the learner has no control over. But as far as practical learning is concerned, experience is its
only tool. It's a more gradual process requiring courage, patience and grit. In earlier times, knowledge used
to be developed only as a result of experience and consequent, trials and errors. In a modern human's life
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however, this is not the case. He has to learn such things and norms of his interests, his industry, that have
already been established in the past by people of learning and influence. Industry thoughtleaders may not
even exist anymore but the principles and methods given by them are still basically and universally accepted
and also, expanded upon. Hence, a modern person has become disconnected from the old and traditional
process of learning. But still, practical experience has it's paramount importance; though it may be not
sufficient, by itself. The only way to success hence, in today's world is either to expand on the established
principles or break them altogether by forming your own, new and better ones. The only necessity being, that
your ideas are innovative, enlightening, never done before, out of the box and credible. Then, there are good
chances that your mental faculties will achieve breakthroughs for the industry in question and fame for
yourself. :)
ANUJ CHUGH
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/whatknowledgeisandwhatithas.html

#60
LOVE FOR HUMANKIND
Of late, I've been getting powerful surges of strong emotion called love towards all of humanity. I now realize
that making a lot of money, and becoming rich and powerful, are but foolish desires of all men and women.
Money can buy much about everything, no doubt about that but, is buying everything the purpose of life ? I
don't think so. Everyone knows deep inside that becoming and most importantly, staying happy is the
purpose of life. But, every life is in a state of such mess that we all are looking out for answers, as happiness
is no longer a simple process, but has become a rocket science. Possession of wealth, power and fame has
been done many a times before but each time, the possessor became possessed instead. History always
repeats itself (at least, in this regard) its the same situations in myriads of ways and different people. A
Human Being's folly is that He/She thinks they can be happy by mere possession of wealth, estate, fame and
power. After a lifetime spent on endless struggle to gain and maintain these, the person in question, more
often than not, became disillusioned and has regretted on his deathbed. You may go and study history, if you
wish to verify my claim. So many centuries have been spent on the study of religion, nature of life, nature of
man and nature, itself. But still, there are so many divisions and sects, even after so many discussions,
speeches, writings and books; but each, with their own set of beliefs, distinctly marked from the rest. No
consent, no basic agreed upon conclusions and no common ground. While, the uncommonsense of love and
harmony, as 'the way' for humanity has been there right in front of our noses (intuitively, I mean!) staring
back at us, all while long. Who cares whether God is existing in the universe or not, while people here on
earth were going through World war I and World war II, caused due to tyranny of world leaders? And now,
there are many more threats facing us. Evil has a pure way or a strategy of existing in the Human Society.
From some or the other womb, some or the other corner of the world; there's an Evil person waiting to be
born, waiting to rise to the power and the rule of tyranny. Evil people have always existed in the past and
will continue to exist in the future, no matter how much technological developments take place. Love and
harmony minded people will always face opposition. Good ideas and noble thoughts, for the benefit of all
and not just a select few, will always be attempted to be suppressed, as they act against the interest of the
elite. It's a common sense (at the least, that's what I hope) that when majority of people use life  sustaining
and life  enhancing methods of thoughts, ways of thinking, culture and ideology; Evil people will not only
face difficulty but impossibility, in ruling and controlling common people anymore.
Permalink: http://theultimatefuturist.blogspot.com.es/2013/03/loveforhumankind_10.html
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